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''Tell the truth and don 't be afraid',

logical sciences
ir announced
' ty officials have named

y department chair Kipp

chair of Eastern's soon-todepartmen t of biological
scheduled to begin his threeJuly 1. the same day the
s of Eastern 's botany and
partments is scheduled to
years is a standard term,
his performance will be
department faculty.
y a-; chair unless faculty do
p him as chair or he no
to run for tbe chair position.
· his first goal as chair will
a vision statement for the
ol'biological sciences.
)'OU need a mission statement
s of myself and faculty so
to go out and accomplish
'd. "I want to have a draft
st when all of the faculty
semester break).
in the new department
ergraduate programs in
biology, a program which
zoology departments have
1971; biological sciences
cenification; and graduate
biological sciences and
education.
he does not anticipate any
changes, and no courses
because of the merger.
will continue to be under
we will stan with courses
e," he said. "I do foresee
loping in the future."
structure will place the
programs in line with the
s in botany, zoology,
tal biology which were
the master of science

degree
in
bio l ogical
sciences
in
1993. Jn 1996,
the bachelor of
science degrees
in botany and
zoology with
teacher certKipp Kmse
ification were
consolidated into the bachelor of science
degree in biological sciences with ceacher
certification.
Kruse said he is very optimistJc when
looking at the future of the department of
biological sciences.
"[ feel honored to become the first
chair of the department of biQlogicaJ
sciences. I will be working in a large
depanrnent with a group of very talented
faculty with a wide diversity of expertise,"
he said. "While working together, we
must noc ~ose ight of what we do best;
nurture our students and advise our
students."
He said one of his first priorities as
chair 1s to modernize the botany and
zoology equipmenL
"One of our first goals is to modernize
the teaching equipment so we can teach
our students the biology of the 21st
century," he said.
Kruse, who was named Eastern's
zoology department chair in 1995, has
been employed at Eastern for 19 years.
He previously taught at the Uruversity of
Nebraska-Lincoln, where be received his
doctorate in 1978.
Kruse has selected Andrew Methven,
botany professor, to serve as associate
chair of the new deparunenL
··1 chose (Methven) because he has
been an excellent teacher and researcher,''
Kruse said. "He has also served the
university in private capacities. He is one
of the more astute people on the
adminiscrative hierarchy. He is very good
at details; he's the perfect choice."
Kruse said Methven's duties will
include evaluating per.;onnel, scheduling
and carrying out the Strategic Planning
Process.
"l think he'll be the greatest aid with
Strategic Planning," Kruse said.

Look out below
Matt Prevo, a freshman undecided major, rappels down the outside of the elevator shaft at
O'Brien Stadium Thursday aftemoon. Rappelling was pan ofa lab that allows ROTC members
to see what the Am1y is like in reality.

Portrayal of Native Americans
focus of filmmaker's lecture
By MICHELLE POWELL
Activitie:. editor
The under-representation of Native
Americans in today's society inspired a
University of Illinois graduate to create a
documentary on tbe comroversy surrounding
sports mascots.
Jay Rosenstein, director. writer and producer
of "In Who's Honor," a documentary examining

the controversy surrounding the University of
Illinois' mascot, Chief Illiniwek, said he
discovered the under-representation firsthand
when producing the documentary.
Rosenstein admitted to never knowing
anything about Native American culture before
producing "In Who's Honor."
"I grew up in the suburbs of Chicago, and
never bad any Native American friends,"

See MASCOT page 2A

supportive of course registration via the Internet
The WEB is a visual system, (students) can see the results instead of
listening to them."
·
cil on Academic Affairs
1pproved a motion to suppon
of the WEB registrasite proposal which would
ts to register and inquire

.
IS a

Online.

visual system, (students)
Its instead of listening ro
"cbael Taylor, chair of the
rerequisite committee.
d the expected date of
is October of 2001.
the to uch-cone system is
of students checking

' '

- Michael Taylor,
chair of the WEB registration/prerequisite committee

prerequisites. The WEB system has all
information at one time and the touch-t0ne
system does not.
The couch tone and WEB system would
both be available to students because not
every student has a computer, Taylor said.
"(WEB registration) moves us along and
gives us better access to registration," said
CAA member Mary Anne Harmer.
The proposal must be approved by the

vice president for academic affairs before
implementation, Taylor said.
The WEB registration/prerequisite
committee consists of: Taylor, Molly Evans
from registration; Douglas Bock, chair of
speech communication; Alan Baharlou.
chair of geology/geography; Kathy
Bennett, assistant to che dean of Lumpkin
College of Bus iness; V icki Hampton,
information technology services; Barbara

Kuykendall, assistant to the dean of
College of Sciences; David Sordella, and
Mary Harrington Perry, coordinator of
curriculum development and publications.
CAA member Ken Sutton presented a
proposal for a "system for considering
general education revisions" from the
subcommittee on a system for general
education revisions.
The subcommittee split integrated core
into five segments:
• foreign languages, language and U.S.
constitution.
• cl!ttural experience/fine arts component,
c ultural experience/philosophy and literat See INTERNET page 2A
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Student assaulted 18 killed in Alabama torna
~ARe•oRT
while rollerblading
An Eastern student was
assaulted at 3:30 am. Wednesday
on Seventh Street across from
Thomas Hall, according to a
police report.
The student was rollerblading
on Seventh Street and tried to
pass two students on fooL One of
the students stuck out their arm
and hit the victim with a closed
fist and knocked him down, a
police report stated.
He had abrasions on bis left
cheek and chin. a police report
stated. To protect the victim, his
name is being withheld.
·
In other campus and cicy
reports:
• Jay Grodecki, 19, of 209
Douglas Hall, Michelle Butkus,
20, of 409 Lincoln Ave., Michael

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) - A
line of fierce stonns rolled across
Alabama Wednesday night, killing
at least 18 people and injuring
dozens more as a tornado reduced
brick homes to rubble.
Some of the injured were in
church meetings that turned into
prayer vigils as violent winds packing baseball-sized bail roared past.
Birmingham-area hospitals
reported more than 24 people being
treated for storm injuries. More
than a dozen people were injured at
Open Door Church in Birmingport,
where church members sang hymns
and prayed as the stonn pounded
the structure, according to witnesses.
Emergency officials said it
appeared a tornado swept across
Jefferson County, including
Birmingham, touching down in
spots where it left destruction and
death in its wake. Sixteen deaths

Norris, 20, of 1058 Ninth St.
were cited at 12: 15 am. Sunday
with a minor frequenting a
licensed premises and purchase
and acceptance of alcohol by a
minor. Norris was also charged
with fraudulent use of an ID.
according to a police reporL
• James Skerski, 20, of 319
Madison Ave. ,was cited at 4:04
a.m. Sunday at the corner of
Fourth Street and Madison
Avenue for consumption by a
minor, disobeying a stop sign,
and zero tolerance, a police report
said.

RHA discusses funding
Ch lcago band Concert
•

compete in the Olympics.
"Things are falling into place
nicely," McCarthy said. ''The
The
Residence
Hall Wacky Olympics should be a lot
Association Thursday discussed of fun."
Haley Pope, RHA vice presithe possibility of bringing a band
from Chicago to perform at dent, announced the success Of the
McKinney scholarship fundraiser.
Coffee Talk.
RHA representative Kevin Helping Hands raised $45 by sellMcCarthy presented the idea at ing sandwiches last weekend on
the meeting. He said the band is the South Quad.
Crystal Ward. RHA conference
looking for a donation to pay for
travel expenses. If the allocation coordinator, announced the possipasses, the band will perform on b i Ii t y of bringing the Illinois
April 24.
Residence Hall Association conPlans for the upcoming Wacky ference to Eastern in the year
Olympics are being discussed and 2000. A volunteer bid team is
completed. Teams are being needed to present the idea co the
formed by each residence hall to lRHA executive·board.

By LAURA BREAULT
Staff writer
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were reported there.
Kendra Vines was with four relatives in her home in Sylvan Springs
when strong winds struck the house
as they hid in a basement comer.
"That was the only comer left
standing, thank the Lord." she told
WBMA-TV. Most of the damage
was reported in communities outside of Birmingham.
Wendy
Wilkerson,
a
spokeswoman for the Emergency
Management Agency in Jefferson
County, said people were killed in
Rock Creek and Sylvan Springs,
communities west of Binningham,
and in Pratt City, just to the north.

frompage IA

Rosenstein said._ 'The
thing I
knew about Nanve Amencans was
playing cowboys and Indians."
He explained the first time he
heard a Native American speak
was at a panel discussion given by
five Native American students.
That discussion arose when a revolution about the mainstream media
entered Rosenstein's mind, he
said.
In 1989,
many Native
American students were protesting
the University of Illinois over .the
presence of Chief Illiniwek, the
university's 70-year-old mascot
'This is a story that needs to be
told," Rosenstein said. "I knew it
needed to be addressed."
The mascot wears a sacred
headdress, be said. "lo order to
wear that headdress, you have to
earn it, it is like wearing a general's
uniform and not going to war,"
Rosenstein said. That is a spiritual

p

An EMA spokesman in
County, east of Bir ·
reported two more dea
Wattsville area. Earlier
in Mississippi, a 16-yearwas killed when a tom
through his mobile ho
·northern part of the state.
Wilkerson said about I
were either heavily d
destroyed by violent wi
Grove and Sylvan Springs.
Wallace Thompson, the
Sylvan Springs, said he
to get storm updates by
because he was trapp
home.
''I'm blocked in,'' be
are cables, power lines.
the street."
He said it was a dev
blow to a town that had
prospered. "You work
devil, and you lose it in
oods."

=------~-=
~he

element in
native American He said Native American
with Pb. D.'s were used
culture, he said.
Rosenstein said the three and a lengc the notion of rep
half years it took him lo finish the The final decision was
documentary were the most diffi- identify a Native Ameri
their tribe, he said.
cull years of his life.
'"I had no support, or resources
Native Americans are
from the university," he said. 'They in the media, he said. He
did not help at all and I still had a how the Daily Illini, the
full-time job."
of Illinois student news
Rosenstein was determined to resented every Native
know everything there was to know association with Chief Il ·
He said the time it took
about the imagery and representations of Native American culture plete the documentary
while presenting both sides of the most rewarding time of ·
has since received more
debate.
"This is a national issue," e-mails, letters and ph
Rosenstein said. The best thing one from Native Americans all
can do is to become the "link and world thanking him for Iii
chain" so that someone, someRosenstein 's doc
where will hear the mi::ssage and been viewed in over 60
across North America.
inspire their peers.
Rosenstein considered impor"Do something for the
tant decisions while creating the son, you will be surp ·
documentary.
happens:· he said.

frompagelA

ure componenL
• human behavior, social interaction and
well-being.
• quantitative reasoning and problem solving, scientific awareness.
• foundations of civilizations.
Sutton asked that five subcommittees be
formed to review each segment. The subcommitteys dQ 09~... n~~d to copsist of all
CAA members. he said. But one CAA. roem~~'be?iflomo~:c3CTrof1he 'iegmen!S.
·
The subcommittees would review the segments using two objectives. The first one is
which specific attitudes. skills and content
understandings are of primary importance.
This would limit the number of traits and

abilities within a segment to three or four or
five.
The objectives could then be specified
(could learning outcomes be specified?) for
each segment of the core. These objectives
could then serve as a criterion for the inclusion of a class in the segment, hence in the
core.
"(The subcommittees) would just be lookjng,at the segments, the:r. won't be adding or
dropping any courses;· Sutton said.
The subcommittees would begin reviewing segments in the fall, said CAA Chair
Mary Durkin Wohlrabe.
Sutton also presented a draft outlining the
Nine Traits and Abilities. The traits and abil-

ities were separatP.d into three segments: attitudes, skills and content understandings.
There were two reasons for constructing
the draft, Sutton said. First, to help clarify
that not all the Nine Traits and Abilities were
supposed fo be incorporated into each
course, and to classify the Nine Traits and
Abilities.
"If this (draft) is in the future catalog, stu·
dents can analyze (courses) better," Sutton
said.
The CAA also voted to change the segment of "skills" to "attitudes" and the revised
draft will be distributed at next week's meeting for review.
Wohlrabe also distributed feedback from

department chairs on rhe amount
intensity in classes in their de
Wohlrabe e-mailed questions re
egorizing general education classes
ing centered, writing intensive
active; writing-centered or writing
requirements of the department;
of CAA requiring a writing ceo
(e'vel coutse in the major.
The feedback Wohlrabe recei
(out of 64 classes) that four are
tered, 57 and two-thirds are wri ·
and two and one-thirtl are writing
In other business, the CAA
revised course proposal. BOT
General Botany.
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Don't forget to put a BAMBA
in your basket this Easter!
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New water line project starts
By NICOLE MEINHEIT
City editor

ts in the Black Student Union Fashion Show, a "Salute to
• dance for the crowd Thursday night in the Grand Ballroom of
· Luther King Junior University Union Clothes were gathered
· esses in Mattoon, Tuscola and participants also wore some of
ensembles.

Charl es ton official s began
construction on a $400,000 project to install new water Jines
throughout the city.
Installation of new lines on
I 0th A venue and R a ilroad
Avenue began Tuesday, said Bill
Riebe, director of Public Works .
The majority of the repairs a re
in the area between Fifth and
18th Street, and Monroe Avenue
to Poplar Avenue.
He saiii more extensive work
on Madison Aven ue is sch eduled for the summer and will
require several roads co be tom
up.
"We won· t do that un ti l this
summer," R iebe said. ..We're
waiting for school to get out and
a little nicer weather. We anticipate completion of the project
Sept. 30." Riebe said the project

' ' (The improvements) will probably improve the quantity
and to some extent improve the water quality too,
because there will be more circulation."
- Bill Riebe,
director of Public Works
h as b een planne d for the p as t
year and a half.
He said the city purchased six
and eigh t inch w ide water piping to replace and upgrade the
system in the area . The wid er
piping will enhance water quality and the flow of water for fire
protection.
"We need to upgrade our distribution system to provide better service to ou r c u stomers,''
R iebe sai d . "(The improvements) will probably improve
the quantity and to some extent
improve the water quality too,

because there will be more circulation."
The increased circ ulation w ill
also enable C harleston to have
better fire protection because
the amo unt of water that can be
pumped w ill be increased, Riebe
said.
He said the wor k will most
likely disrupt water service to
ind ividual residences.
"Just individu al home owners(will be affected), it will be
ver y temporary," R iebe said.
" Home owners can expect co be
out of service for an hour."

mpus has mixed reactions to changes in ACCRA
"I am not comfortable with any changes to Accuracy in
Campus Crime Reporting Act as It is currently stated,"
nt am e ndments to the
y in Campus Crime
Act has brought a mixed
from uni\"ersity officials
ty members in Illinois.
es were made to the act
act was inserted in another
concerning higher eduThe act is still being disLhe committee on higher
said Marshall Grigsby,
islative associate for edu. bill is scheduled to go
itittJffthR• !\~~·Ill! purt
ereducatl6n'act. o

re were some modest
td(lhe act),.. Grigsby said.
changes will expand the
of officials who are
10 report crimes and have
additional categories of
he said.
~ Eberly, Eastern profesucation, is not in favor of

es.
not comfortable with any
to Accuracy in C ampus

Reporting Act as it is cur," Eberly said.
said the extra paper work
the crime statistics will
burden on the campus
who have to do this work.

'

'

• Charles Eberly,
Eastern professor of education,

He also said no extra money is One controversial section stating
being provided lO pay for the addi- the judicial boards may be open to
tional reporting work.
the public was not included in the
"Somebody's got Lo keep all bill. Fischer said there had been a
those statistics:· Eberly said.
lot of complaints concerning the
He also said the act will not add open judicial board hearings.
Lo the value of can1pus safety. The
..Whal was not done was lo
wording. is unclear in the bill, require disciplinary hearings to be
open:· Grigsby said.
hr ~~{,.\} said. .. .,. n t
. ,, ··~o '?Jle really )l:nows 1h~ real , ., He .s<dd this wa.-; npl inoluded
1mphcat1ons of, the la\\ for campus- because there are currently two
es:· Eberly said.
cases heing discussed in the
Scott Fis~her senior legislati\"e Supreme Court wluch have oppoa'>sistant for Rep. John Duncan (R- site rulings on judicial board hear• Tenn.). said only some paits of the ings being open. In North Carolina,
act have been inserted into the bill. they ha\ e ruled no judicial board
The section stating police logs will hearing should be open Lo the pubbe made available to the public lic and Ohio has ruled that the
within 48 hours is one section that hearing should be open.
has been included. He said the U.S.
Grigsby said in light of the
House of Representatives may opposite rulings, the committee did
have to address the issue again next not feel it would be wise to make
year.
changes while this was still being
He also said additional sections discussed.
of the Accuracy in Campus Crime
The bill will go to the House
Reporting Act may be attached to floor in late April or early May but
the bill when it is discussed on the the act is not scheduled to be disHouse of Representatives floor. cussed any further.

ARIANNE•s EURO DELI
61SMONROE

CHARLESTON, IL
10am·8pm

ii
S-41·7733

"It still could come up, as long
as we are in session, there is
always a chance," Fischer said.
Rep. Duncan proposed the act
and Fischer said he is happy with
the progress.
"We got about half of what we
wanted. but we still have a ways to
go," Fischer said.
Eberly also said be was opposed
to the bill because it has the potenlial to make Resident Assistant's
responsible for reporting crimes.
Eberly said RA's are the single
largest group of students to whom
violent crimes are committed
against.
The director ofjudic1al affairs at
Northern Illinots Uni\'crsity. Larry
Boue·s. said he is not opposed to
the changes.
..We have no problem with the
changes, everything b open lo
interpretation," Bolle·s said. "It's
the public's right to know certain
things."
BoUe's said the bill could have
bad effects if the statistics are presented in a negative way.
"It's how the statistics are presented and packaged:' Bolle's said.
" My concern is bow it is present•.
ed.
Bolle 's said Northern bas been
publishing crime statistics for the
last 20 years on a yearly basis.
"You will know what happened,

~arty's
Italian Beef wI fries •?

•Homemade Soup $2.50
• Hot Muffins. Chicago
Bagels. & Fresh Danish
• Homemade Desserts
-Black Forest cake
& other Tortes
• Gennan Sausage A
Lunch Meats Avallablc
• SWedlah Fruit Drloka
• EVERYDAY Vegetarian
Specials & a wide variety

you won 't know who it was,"
Bolle's said. "I do everything l can
to try and protect the identity of the
victim."
Bill Murphy. the associate chancellor for public affairs for the
University of Illinois. said universities have a strong interest in relating statistics.
"We have a strong interest in
controlling crime:· Murphy said.
Murphy said Congress does not
underscand the intentions of universities and thinks they are ttying to
hide statistics.
"Congress is going fro m the
h.'lief
that
institutions
want
10
"eep
~f":
~
,,T
:;Ji
J
'
• ~
(crimes) quiet:'
Murphy said...Each camp~ has a
different set of interests concerning
crime:"
Rick Shell, the director for federal relations at U of 1. said the university is in Lhe process of reevaluating the changes ID the act. He
said some things are helpful but
there are some bannful aspects to
the bill . Shell said the university
lawyers are trying to clarify the
definitions and guidelines.
"(The act) expands in some very
interesting and some vety troubling
ways;• Shell said.
Shell said the bill places a burden on housing staff members and
other officials who are now
required to report crimes.
I
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The Student Senate
should support UPI
in its lobby for·funds
The state has made salaries of professors at pub..l.;ljo and private universities something like a
wo"rn-out yo-yo. A yo-yo that doesn't return to its
user's band.
To properly work a yo-yo the user must keep
the momentum of the yo-yo constant. Erratic
changes in the yo-yo's operation will cause it to
lose speed and hit the ground.
Thirty years ago, the state noticed that professors at private universities
were paid the salaries of
I.
professors at public and
private universities. As a
result the state funneled more money into private
institutions thus raising the salaries of the professors.
The state failed to keep the momentum of the
changes when it came to public universities.
This jq turn led a downturn in the pay received
by teachers at the state schools.
In other words, the state can't use a yo-yo.
If lliinois can't keep the changes between the
public and private institutes at an equitable level,
the state can't achieve its higher goals. The goals of
providing a quality education for all the students in
the state. Well-educated students provide a better
work force, and make lliinois competitive with
other states.
Currently, the University Professionals of
lliinois are campaigning to have the state improve
the funding of public universities. The local UPI
chapter has been contacting various organizations
on campus to garner support for the change.
Student Government was among the organizations contacted. The Student Senate is considering
a resolution in support of the UPI campaign. The
senate will vote on the resolution at its next meeting.
Considering that the changes would affect the
classroom professor, the senate should pass the resolution. Professors receiving a fair wage will be
more inclined to remain at Eastern. Hopefully, this
will improve the classroom conditions for the student.
Improving professor's pay will help the state
realize its long term goals for education.
~OConly Will professor's benefit from the campaign, but students will, too. With professors more
motivated to teach, learning will be more fun.
The senate should recognize the potential benefit to students in the campaign, and should back the
UPI i~ any way it can.

Ed to r1· al

' ' today's. quote
The timely dew of sleep.
-John Milton

was 17 years old the night

..I. he lost control of his 1986 Buick
and struck a tree head on. He learned
upon awakening after surgery
that bis three friends had not survived.
Two years later, after 18
months of therapy, he continued ANDY HOGAN
to be haunted by overwhelming
guilt, thoughts of suicide and the Guest columnist
image of his childhood friend as
they looked at each other the
moment before impact. He had
followed the recommendations of bis therapists, was talcing his medications and was working to return his life to
some resemblance of normalcy.
Still, relief from his torment was minimal. He often
wondered how or why he would continue to live like this.
He was now beginning to work with his third therapist
and felt it necessary to maintain a cautious pessimism.
What could this person offer that had not been tried?
What more was there to say about this experience which
bad indelibly scarred him physically and emotionally?
Terry met for two sessions with the new therapist and
they went through the obligatory painful reminiscence.
Then the therapist told Terry that further discussion of the
accident was unnecessary. He continued to explain that
the benefit of "talk" therapy in the treatment of trauma
was extremely limited. The therapist began to describe a
new technique for the treatmen.1 of trauma which sounded
ridiculous and too simple. Despite his misgivings, Terry
found a certain appeal in a therapy which did not require
endless introspections and no more than one session to
determine if it would be helpful.
Terry bad his first session of Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing (EDMR) the following
week. At the conclusion of the session the therapist indicated there appeared to be some positive changes and
Terry was experiencing for the first time in two years a
sense of buoyancy as if a tremendous weight bad been
lifted.
Upon arrival at bis next session, Terry spent the first 20
minutes talking excitedly about some recent positive
developments in his relationship with bis girlfriend and
his work situation. When the therapist directed Terry's
attention to bis thoughts and feelings about the accident,
he realized that he had not thought about the accident for
the past week. When reponing his thoughts and feelings
to the therapist be recognized he would do anything to
change what happened, but he couldn't and he could
accept that now. Terry realized this experience did not
mean he was a bad person, did not deserve happiness or
the right to be loved. That was Terry's last session.
I am the therapist in this account. I am a local private
practitioner and graduate of Eastern's Psychology

Police are annoying,
not protecting and
serving students
To the police:
You are obviously not doing your
job, or at least not correctly! Now, I
am really confused as to what YOU
so called "police officers" thought it
was that you would be doing when
being schooled for your current
career. I just don't understand how
the cops have time to raid the bars
three times plus every weekend
when it is quite obvious that the
Charleston/Mattoon area is in turmoil... and not because of the drunken college kids just looking for a
good time. Seriously, how many
people have died, or come close to it
in the last six months due to stran-

Department. I have been
"E'MDR
ld EMDR for four years in
WOU
treatment of trauma survi
have been on
many of which are abuse
the cover of
vivors and reports that this
is typical of the results be
every major
come to expect.
EMDR was developed in
newspaper
by Dr. Francine Shapiro
and magazine since its introduction bas
years ago."
ed in approximately 10 ·
more published outcome
of trauma treatment th
other therapies combined. In addition, while other
of trauma therapy typically require many months or
years of treatment, EMDR on average requires three
sions for the treatment of single incident trauma.
The use of EMDR has been expanded dramati
over the last few years as the conceptualization of
has been modified to include a broader range of
emotional eKperiences. Consequently, EMDR has
used successfully in the treatment of issues ranging
fear of public speaking to enhancement of athletic
mance. The technique consists of identification of
components of a disturbing memory: the visual pi
the negative thoughts, the emotion associated with'
experience and the physical sensations noticed
recalling the experience. While concentrating on
components, the client follows the therapist's fing
they are slowly waved in front of the client's eyes.
set of eye movements, the therapist asks the client
noticed. The client gives brief feedback regarding
the picture, thoughts, em,otions or physical •
The client is instructed to attend to that c:<mlq,dllClli
this process is repeated throughout the session.
I have continued to be fascinated by the proccst
elated by its results. People often question the vali ·
the treatment because of its relative anonymity, but
same results could be obtained from a pill and
corporate backing of Prozac, EMDR would have
the cover of every major newspaper and magazine
ago. Since it is a process and consequently can
patented, there are not millions of dollars of profit
able to its patent holder, unlike medication. I beliM
it is only a matter of time before EMDR and other
tively new clinical innovations are the standards of
tice because the public and insurance companies
require therapists to use those techniques whi'
proven most effective and efficient. For more ini
the EMDR website at emdr.com. My practice is l
124 Sixth St in Charleston and can be re~
1086.
-Andy Hogan is a graduate of Eastern 's psyc
department and a guest columnist for The Daily
News. His e-mail address is ahogan@lincweb.com..

gulation. drowning, gunshot wounds
and beating?
What do the Charleston police
have their minds focused on? ...how
many cop cars they can fill with 20year-old students outside of Mom's,
Stix or Stu's on a Saturday night?
When robberies, murders and fleeing gunmen start to occur in the
bars, then, and only then will your
devotion of excessive time in the
bars be valid.
I do understand the need to arrest
people for DUis as drunk drivers are
a danger to society... the shuttle is
there for a reason. However, college
students simply looking for "something to do" in a town of only cornfields and bars are not bothering

anyone.
What is the deal? Yest
two policemen riding them
around campus with the'
strapped on ...now is this
essary?! The hiring of five
in Chucktown is obviously
ing as the number of prob!
been steadily climbing-and
talking about the frequen ·
licensed premises. Re-eval
reasons for becoming a po
cer... I'm sure the words
tect"wiU cross your mind
words "too annoy" will.

is own pix

tos courtesy of the View Askew website.
ft: Vincent Pereira speaks to students
ut directing a film Pereira assisted Kevin
ith with the making of Clerks, which
elra also fut;1ded.

for Pereira's new film. 'A Better

d"bill gruen
Staff wnter

harleston became "a better place" last night with the arrival of Flixtour, a
t~ur of independent films. The tour will stop at 34 campuses across tile
country before it comes to an end, showing eight short and four different,
ength films at different locations.
ll\is leg of the tour, Eastern had the chance
view one short film about a teenage girl and
attempt to distance herself from her
ilistic famity, which kills and consumes her
iends for family meals. After this, the feapresentation was the full-length film "A
r Place:· written and directed by Vincent

"It's cool to go around to <ftfferent schools to
show ("A Better Place") to the people (who are)
intended to see it;' Pereira said. "I was 22 when I
made the film. College students are the people who
should get the film:'
Vincent Pereira. from New Jersey. is able to boast
about his friendship to Kevin Smith, executive producer of the movie and the brain behind "Chasing
Amy" and the cult classic, "Clerks." While work-
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Drink Special: 16 oz. Drafts......$1.75
Domestic Long Necks..........................$1.75
Friday Lunch Special

•ure

Turkey Burger.. :••........................ - .................. $3.25
French Club Sandwich...................................• $2.95
Express Lu11ch Metiu Available! ·

Dinner Special

Who are the Men?!?

All You Can Eat Walleye Fish......................... $6.50

T our Walle e! · AYCE!

For all you dedicated MOA readers, today is a
Some of Bob's favorite music includes hits by
special day. No, it is not the last MOA column; far Wham!, Tiffany, Digital Underground and Yanni. In
from it. Today marks a milestone in the history of his spare time1 he likes to clip Bonzai trees and
the Men of Adventure. We are speaking, of course. study the mating habits of the Australian liver Bat.
of our 26th (published) column. That's right, this is Some of his dislikes include the people who don't
the plutonium anniversary - we know most people wear matching shoes and fudge. If you ever want
go platinum, or silver, but since when are we most to start a fight with this MOA (take heed) he has a
people? In honor of the big 2-6, we Invite you into black belt (actually It's canvas and he bought it at
JCPenny for $3.98).
the world of the MOA.
Although Bob may not seem to be all that cool,
It is your time to be introduced to the men
behind the Men (that kind of sounds like a movie in he makes up a vital part of the Men of Adventure
the back room df S'giarc, !Volume 2 Episode 7, for team. He also makes a mean crumb cake. Just ask
you loyal readers}). It is your time to take a trek him for the recipe. It's just like grandma used to
into the deep and sensitive side of each MOA. Find make ... well OK, it kinda tastes like your Uncle
out what turns each of us on, and what shuts each Lenny (you know, the guy with the nasty toupee
that 1s co11stantly asking you to pull his finger)
of us off
made 1t after a huge hang-ave~
Bob lady-killer" Ladewig-We'll start with the new guy. Bob was recruited Matt "Hot Pants" Feat
"Hot Pants" ha s from the small town iust south
to fill the rather large and slightly damp shoes of
Mr. Mike "Momma's Boy" Rice. It was a tight fit .. of the brg city, Chucktown. He 1s one of the foundbut·someone had to do it. Bob stepped up to the ing members of the MOA (please hold your
chatleoge and has been the "funny one" for about applause.) Matt is a Cancer, and his sign 1s the
crab (either way ... he's screwed.)
six or seven columns now.
The name "Hot Pants" did not come until Matt
Who is the real, "Lady-killer?" Is he the fly-bythe-seat-of-his-pants guy that we have all grown to reached college. The story begins in the back of
know and love? Or is he a sweet-sensitive-slightly- grandpa's trusty 4x4 on our way to the ol' fishin'
geeky kinda fellow that hangs out at high school hole ... no, that is a different story ... one we can't
gyms looking for a date? We would like to think the get into in this column. The real story starts off
latter, but in all acwahty, neither one applies. To with Matt being approached by some bevies, beautruly know this adventurous man, you must delve tiful young sorority women. Matt walked calmly
and coolly towards these women and greeted them
deep into his past.
Born May 26, 19n; Bob is a Gemini, and for all with a suave "hello there." The ladies were taken
of you out there that follow astrology, you know aback by his raw charm and his tight buttocks ...
We interrupt t~is unbelievable lie to tell you that
this means that Bob has a split personality that
could cause him to explode and go postal on you "Hot f.>pnts" was a self-aQQointed name tha!_Mptt;:.....,,--i~
at the drop of a Rat But let's not focus on-the bad made up.to impress a girl WJth the Initials A.W. wno
things; we should focus on the lighter side of this is probably not even reading the column anyway.
"lady-killer.··
Some of Matt's favorite musical personalities
The nick-name ..lady-killer" goes back to Bob's include Tom Jones, Lionel Richie, Mel Torme and
high school gym class. This was a place where all of course the Spice Girls (Girl Power!). In his spare
his self-appointed best friends dared him to ask out time, Matt likes to take over small European counevery member of the cheerleading squad. Being a tries and knit. Some of his dislikes include barbsport (and a young MOA), Bob accepted the chal- wire underwear (talk about chafing,) the Weather
lenge and strutted towards the "Lady Bengals." Channel and the orbit pattern of Pluto.
Now you know the MOA and remember,
Approximately 4 minutes and 30 seconds later,
Bob had been turned down by all 18 members, "Knowing is half the battle!"
laughed at by everyone in a five-mile radius and
given a wedgie by the largest member of the team MOA Useless Fact of the Week: In case you ever
who out-weighed him by at least 30 pounds. want to know what day traditionally falls between
Needless to say, Bob's self appointed "friends" Monday and Wednesday ... it's Tuesday! Of course
dubbed him "lady-killer." Sure, it was a heartless it ist
and cruel nickname, but it stuck with him through- Editors Note' The Men of Adventure are professional satirirn.
do not rry this at home No offense was intended in the
out his college career thus far. Enough said on this Please
writing of thrs column. Send general praise or hate mail to The Men
of Adventure. Contact Bob L.egwod at cubll@pen.eou.edu or Matt
topic.
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Guerilla Theatre

Peer Theatre Group from ISU
When: April 17 7:30pm
Where: Coffee Talk: Triad Dining Servi
Cost: l swipe of meal plan or $3 gener

public
ALSO -LaBAU BINGosponsored by: EIU Health Service Coffee Talk
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Fear at cumfl@pen.eiu.edu. Th<'lnk you, and h:M! a nice day.
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convenience store, the
that would provide the
n for the setting of
Fereira was able to canto take his writings to

ies. Kevin Smith was
much of the $30,000
to make "A Better
came about for repayhe got money and clout.
he would produce my

if it was good enough;'
"(Smith) gives the film
it normally wouldn't
are suprised {to see)

..

contrary, while the
include some clever
dialouge, it's really a charmovie that is rather
disturbing. The film is
the character Barret
, played by Robert
's father dies and he
are forced to move
place.
is not an easy one for
is almost beat up and
d sexual harrassment on
at his new high school

before he meets up with Ryan
Walker, a loner with a frightening
past. Ryan and Barret befriend each
other after Ryan saves Barret from
being beat up.
The friendship sticks when they
realize that they are not like all of
the other threatening and disturbed
people at their school. The friendship becomes stronger when they
learn about each other's past in
which they both lost parents. They
become each other's support in a
time when they are both having
problems and need help the most.
Things start to look up for
Barret when he starts to befriend a
pretty girl named Augustine and
her protector Eddie, played by
Brian Lynch. Augustine is played by
Carmen Lee. the wife of Jason Lee,
who plays the part of Dennis
Pepper.
But things never really get good
for Barret. Ryan becomes jealous of
his new friends and his dark side
comes out when he inadvertently
kills a man after accidentally trespassing on his property.
Barret then reluctantly helps
Ryan cover up the murder, and
things go downhill from there.
Barret must deal with his guilt and
the emerging of Ryan's dark and
antisocial side.
The movie deals with all of the

pressures presented to teenagers
because of today's degraded society.
Furthermore, it deals a little bit
with the role of God in the midst of
all of what is wrong with the world
today. Along with the serious side.
the comical yet intelligent dialouge
between the characters lighten up
this very real film. This makes for
an interesting combination between
Kevin Smith-esque comedy, which
makes it fun to watch, and a pessimistic, realist movie which makes
it rich and impressive.
Following the movie, Pereira was
available for a question and answer
session. He spoke about his subpar equipment he used to make the
film, his help from NYU film majors
who couldn't do anything creative
with his equipment, and about what
inspired some pans of his movie.
Pereira was also suprised to hear
the audience laugh at certain parts
in the movie, but was relieved
when everyone gave a strong
thumbs-up when he asked what
they "really" thought about the
movie.
Pereira. who has another movie
in the planning, which will be a
lighter, more plot and visually based
film, may be the next big thing to
come out in the film world. This
time, "it wasn't about the money. it
wasn't about the deal;" it was all

Photo by katherine thomas/statf photographer
Vincent Pereira speaks to a crowd of about 50 students concerning influential
movies, types of cameras and techniques. Pereira visited Eastern as part of
Flixtour98.
about a quality film from an intelligent filmmaker who is about ready
to burst out into the independent
scene and become as successful as

his predecessor.

"A Better Place"
View Askew Productions

***
lvalry revived in Society dedicated to courtesy
'1J jaime hodge

Verge editor

to a world where chivalry is
where grace, courtesy, honor
m thrive. A place where
rope sweeps across the land in
ladies and swordfighters, minwenches.
for Creative Anachronism,
organization that specializes in
ry re-enactments, invites you
a past era that did not treat old
s values as anachronisms, as
m world sometimes does.
rite aspect of the organization
provide an alternative to formal
" said campus function advisor
on-Hughes. "The goal of the
educate others on what we have
and put into process in our
tury world ... what we have
you find that {students) feel
they receive is stale in the
someone stands at the front of
and talks to them, and {studisconnected."
son-Hughes, who has been a
of SCA for 23 years, said the
organization has donated to
and re-enactment of predomicencury civilization. However,
recognizes western civilization
contacts outside of that world in
tion. she said.
recognized by the federal govt as a non-profit organization

because we are educational. We're consid- study Western Europe medieval history.
ered part of the living history movement," although there are some other groups on
Matteson-Hughes said. "We take the form campus that study Eastern medieval sociof those tournaments and re-create them eties as well, she said.
heraldic achievement and weapons and
"There are some groups that are studying Eastern histodialogue
of
challenges and
There's a
I found a great interest in ry.
counter
and
house within the
boastings:•
the medieval ages, in the society that's a
The local group
chivalry of it and when I found a Mongolian
House," Salyers
is composed of
about I 0 mem- group that does re-enactment of it, I said.
bers, and is actu- was hooked."
The society also
ally a local branch
participates in
-Jeri Matteson-Hughes, exhibits and events
of an international
organization
faculty campus advisor for SCA with different
known as the
local groups called
Society for CreaWe Anachronism, Inc., shires, Salyers said. The shires display
Matteson-Hughes said.
swordfights and other various activities.
"I joined nearly 23 years ago as a col"We have events where people from
lege student myself because I have an different shires have their chance for fightenduring interest in any things medieval. ing and there's merchants and there's
Like any child. I fantasized about knights feasting and music. I originally got into
and princesses," Matteson-Hughes said. (SCA) because of the music and wanted a
"But I found a great interest in the chance to actually do the music and not
medieval ages, in the chivalry of it and screw around with it," Salyers said. "We
when I found a group that does re-enact- do demonstrations for grammar schools
ment of it, I was hooked."
over in Mattoon and we're going to do
Each of the members are responsible some demon'ltrations at the Illinois
for their own garb, which is created by Renaissance Faire."
adhering as closely to the time period as
In past years, the SCA has done chilpossible. she said. If a member buys the dren's games, stories and dances for the
material they wish to create their outfit celebration committee tournaments hostfrom. but has problems making, they are ed for other chapters. It has also done
able to ask for help in putting it together. combat recreation tournaments.
"All around we've sponsored educationsaid Jenny Salyers. a freshman art major
al sessions for the Midwest organization.
and a member of the group.
Most of the members of the group My best part is the classes - we have a reg·

CC...

ular series of classes that university professors from around the whole world participate in," Matteson-Hughes said.
The group is normally not paid for its
demonstrations, although one school did
give a donation to the group. Salyers said.
However, most of the money for the organization is drawn from its membership
subscriptions.
"The subscription gets you the annual
quarterly magazine and 12 issues of the
regional magazine booklet and a membership," Matteson-Hughes said. ''A year's
membership is $35, which includes a $10
donation to SCA. We don't even know
what our actual numbers are worldwide
because we don't require membership to
participate in the tournaments. The number of people who actually play is almost
uncountable."
Matteson-Hughes said there are hundreds of fighters in the Midwest chapters,
although there are only four or five local
fighters. There has been a registered group
with the campus since 1980.
The SCA was not the same as Civil
War re-enactments, Matteson-Hughes
said. because Civil War actors have to be
"I 00 percent: aut:hentic from the toes of
your shoes to the top of your hat, and the
creation of the day is I00 percent authentic."
"We are not considered the same as
Civil War re-enactors. They are very close
in time to our time and can find re-enactment things very easily:· Matteson-Hughes
said. "We have a certain appeal that can't
be found in other organization."
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Kevin Hart Latin Club
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$6

Funky Butt Drum Club
Swing Night
Natty Nation
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Sister Soleil w/Atomic Fireballs
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Everyone can have fun getting 'Lost in Spac
Flick is enjoyable
for kids of all sizes
fllsean stangland
staff writer
The ingredients for a fun science-fiction movie usually include
great special effects, outstanding
art direction and set design, likable heroes, detestable villains
and several exciting sequences.
"Lost in Space" (rated PG-13),
director Stephen Hopkins's
("The Ghost and the Darkness")
remake of the chintzy 1960s CBS
sl\ow, pretty much fulfills all of
those requirements.
People familiar with the old
television show probably will not
recognize this version of "Lost in
Space," a $70 million production
filmed In dark, ominous tones
and CGI digital visual effects.
The classic "LI~" actually managed to look cheesier than the
original "Star Trek" series. It was
a campy, poorly-written kids
show that would be endlessly
laughable today.
The "LIS" of the 90s has reputable actors in it, most notably
Gary Oldman. Of course,
Oldman plays the bad guy just
like he did in last year's hits "Air

ong
)~
~co .. 11
Best Chinese
food In town

Force One" and "The Fifth
Element" and in numerous films
throughout his career. His version of Dr. Zachary Smith, the
effeminate, cowardly spy works
as a fitting tribute to Jonathan
Harris, who originated the role
on television.
The plot of "Lost in Space" is
largely inconsequential. The
Robinson family, led by scientist
john (William Hurt), plan to be
the first colonists on Alpha
Prime, a planet that will provide
Earth's citizens with somewhere
new to live since our ozone layer
has been degraded to 20 percent. Along for the ride are wife
Maureen (Mimi Rogers of "The
Rapture,") daughters Judy
("Boogie Nights" Heather
Graham,) Penny (Lacey Chabert
of "Party of Five;') and son Will
(newcomer Jack Johnson).
Flying the Robinson's ship, the
Jupiter 2, is Major Don West,
played by erstwhile "Friend"
Matt LeBlanc. LeBlanc surprisingly does a competent job of being
a space hero. Most of his dialogue consists of one-liners and
failed attempts to win the heart
of Judy Robinson, but when he
has to be a military man, we
believe it.
There's also the family robot,

ong

ouse
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Pepper Steak,
/[~Almond Chicken or
Chicken & Garlic
with fried rice and an
eggroll for

$3.50 Each

Delivery

Tue-Thurs 11-9pm
Fri-Sat 11-1 Opm Sun 11-9pm
Exp. 4/12/98

visuals. The monkey is not
totally unnecessary cha
also looks horrible in

made famous on the TV show
for his trademark line, "Danger,
Will Robinson!" The robot is
souped up for the movie, but
retains the fluid voice of Dick
Tufeld, who voiced the robot on
the old show.
But Oldman steals the show
as usual. His Dr. Smith tries to
sabotage the Robinson's ship, but
instead causes them to go way
off course into uncharted space
where they run into flying space
spiders, an abandoned ship, an
icy planet and a friendly creature
that can best be described as a
chameleonic monkey.
If one thing should be
explained in "LIS," it is the time
travel subplot barely alluded to in
the script. Basically, it boils down
to this: Will Robinson's experiments in building a time machine
lead to rifts in time that cause
two different timelines to exist at
once. When you see this, you
will realize that I just explained
this better in one sentence than

the film ever bothered to do.
Oldman never stops his sarcastic wit through any of this,
even when he becomes a horribly disfigured mutant spider-man
toward the end. While many may
wonder why an actor of his caliber keeps doing these "event
movies," the answer may lie in
the fact that he's probably just
having fun doing them.
But the reason to see "Lost in
Space" would be the action
sequences, whkh start in the
very first scene with an extended
space battle. We also get suspenseful chases through dark
corridors, a flight through the
center of a planet and cool futuristic cityscapes. "LIS" attacks the
senses with theater-shaking
sound and striking visuals.
However, the special effects
also provide the number one
complaint with "lost in Space."
The makers got so caught up
with using digital graphics that
they probably put in too many

rendered in every shot it
in. We never believe that
actually there. The desi
Jim Henson's Creature S
a much better job 18
when they made Yoda, the
pet for "The Empire S
Back."
Further, the screenplay
and-miss writer Akiva G
("A Time to Kill," "Bat
Robin") honestly tries to
some meaningful dialo
develop the estranged
ships within the Robinson
but a lot of it falls flat.
one too many moments
the whole family says "I
you" to each other befort
ing into danger.
Hurt, tast seen in
Proyas's fascinating "Dark
demonstrates how great
he is by selling his line
when they are ridiculo
hopelessly sentimental.
the child actors seem
annoying through much
film.
But on the whole,
Space" is a lot of fun; a
theatrical video game w·
moments of visual insp
here and there. The r
ence for this film is kids,
sure will absolutely love
I'm a bit older now, so I
that this is, at times, man'
and sappy, but that little
me shouted "WOW!"
screen more than a few ·
M
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NEED AN HIV TEST?
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Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at the Coles County Health Department
825 18th Stnet in Charleston

I Testing also provided at Eamrn's Health Servict after hours on Thursdays
I
I Call the Health Department to make an appointment for either testing Sitt!
I
348-0530 I 258-0530
I
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arry Jr. follows Dad's
ootsteps in Pitfall 3D
d'iosh harbeck
Staff writer

30 environment creates good

I Harry follows his Atari
partner, Frogger, back to the
stream of video gaming as
· ion releases Pitfall 30 for
Sony PlayStation.
, the hero is back, and he's
swinging on vines, avoiding
mless pits
killing his ...-....-

backgrounds, and the movement
of Harry and the enemies is pretty
realistic - or as realistic as rock
monsters and giant bats can get.
By far the best improvement in
the game is the voice characterization of Harry, done by the most
underrated actor of this century Bruce Cambell. Yes, Ash of
Ancy cl Darkness
does the voiceCNef'

br

ing.
Cambell,
as
Harry, introduces
the game and
both talks to the
player (suggesting to use the
" D-pad
thing") and
.
taunts the
Pitfall Harry Jr.
.
enemies
throughout game play. True fun for
Cambell fans.
Pitfall 30 also comes with more
of a plot. Harry must help a tribe
of South Americans free themselves from an evil scourge that
has entrapped the land. Each level
brings you closer to freeing the
people.
While listening to Cambell and
1

ing are all at his
sal - if you can
them. He can
his trusty
:ex onto floatrings and jump
ss chasms or
to a higher plateau.
course, the enemies have
new tricks, too.
er been picked up and
ly slammed to the ground
scorpion? Well, just walk up
and see what it's like in the
. And watch out for those
monsters - they'll chuck quite
boulders straight to your
graphics are good, as the

remembering the original game is
fun, the game does have its drawbacks.
After going through the first
few levels, you begin to see that
the game is just going to be the
same thing over and over. You run
around over here, kill a couple
guys over there, get to a save
point, walk and jump to floating
bridges and complete the tasks
you need to complete to pass the
level. Same kind of thing each level.
And don't expect to get the 30
environment freedom that comes
with Tomb Raider I or II. Pitfall Is
very straight-forward. All paths
lead in the same direction.
Also, aside from the scarce
ultra-weapons, Harry's pick-ax gets
boring, too. Especially when
you're fighting scorpions and have
to crouch down to hit them.
Destroying those little critters gets
more tedious than it is fun.
But overall the game is a good
one.
The graphics are good and the
plot is acceptable. If you're a
Cambell fan and you enjoyed the
first Pitfall game, try out the new
PlayStation version. It'll be good
for a few laughs, if nothing else.

Pitfall 3D
Sony PlayStation

***

'Metropol' will bring
out dancing shoes

AH the tracks melt Into each
other,
giving you an hour of
Staff ediflJr
constant techno. The album
Lunatic Cairn's new album slowly thrashes its way from
"Metropol" is a dive into the track one, to a sleepy rhythm
raging side with loud back bass finishing at track 12, which
and drum beats that will take defines the name of the album.
you to another dimension.
"Lunatic Calm isn't an all boy
Prodigy's style is enjoyed by band looking to out-testerffne
people across the nation, and as their pre~ed foqw.etitiqn a result the explosion of Lunatic they're a unique electronic rock
Calm should expect the same band, telling a dynamic story
appreciation.
through their debut album. The
Ranging from hard to soft evidence of Lunatic Cairn's
beats, the disc will scare at first diversity lies in the music," a
glance and then satisfy with a press release stated. The album
chance. Make sure to listen to is "loud and hard, unsettling and
the album all the way through beautiful."
the first time; the music will
Lunatic Cairn's enticing techgrow on you.
no rhythm fits the sounds of
Electronic beats will tear up the underground.
your soul as you put on your
"Music becomes a datasdancing shoes and go berzerk. tream-there are 09 ~efi~tjve
All tracks from "Fuze" through songs, there is merely the con"The Sound" are pumped-up stant evolution of ideas, sounds
numbers that make thrashing and arrangements of the inforquite appropriate (Make sure mation we create. It's somenot to listen to this with the thing you see in our live set
intent to rest.).
where each component from
Track four, "Neon Ray." is our body of work becomes
melodic and slick. like a cat on interchangeable with other
the prowl. This tune is sure to ideas," Shack said in a press
make you smile while grooving release.
along.
Let these bad boys in your
Metropol is a track that musical selection and there will
makes you feel as if sucked into always be grooves to thump to.
a wind tunnel where the breeze
"Metropo/"
is soft and the clouds twist
Lunatic Calm
around softly comforting the
City of Angels
world from fall. This track is full
of ease and futuristic quality.

d')baather cygan

***

When We Say We Match
Competitors ADS

WEDOITI I I

nr.zTJ1 Payment Option:
ll&:llA1

ACCEPTED
1616 LAKE LAND BLVD•• MAnooN
WIC Coupons Aocepte<I

2000 WESTERN AVE.· MAnOON
WIC Coupl)l'I$ ~ePled

LINCOLN & UNIVERSITY· CHARLESTON
New AlM Cash Mactllne

960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON
NewATMcashMacnme. WIC

SERVICES
We Reserve the nght
to llmlt quantitJes.

-MONEY ORDERs..39'
·FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED
-POSTAGE STAMPS

•LOTIO
•COUPONS ACCEPTED
•COPY SERVICE

SAME LOW PRICES at ALL FOUR LOCATIONS
--

KEEBLER

Club

CracKers

ALL AVAILABLE

Coca-Cola
Products
!EI:

ORIGINAL, THIN,
ORUGHT

BUNNY

Tombstone
Pizzas

Sandwich
Bread

12 in. Size
16-oz Package

-

24-oz Loaf

- ---

ASSORTED
VARIETIES

Combo's
-Snacl<s

8.5-oz Packages

6-pack, I /2 liter bottles

2/$4

All Varieties Hot Pockets

........... 9 oz. pkp ...2/$4

iranola, Pastries, or Cereal
.ars Snackwell._ Breakfast
_ ........ packqea•..2/$3

La Rosa Mac Ir Che ••

•.:;;.••••• 7.25 oz. boxea ...3/$ I
j

."'\

Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

---=='-'·

SUMMER MINI-STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-n46.

FARM
HEJ_P
WANTED
Experience preferred. Call after
3 p.m. or leave a message on
machine. 348·8906.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4123

Help Wanted

INTERNSHIPS 1998-99 $7/HR
for Jr/Sr/Grads tn art, music, theatre, spch. comm. and English to
work with high school students.
Pick up applications at MLK
Union Bridge Mon/Tue 10 a.m. 2 p.m. Great EXPERIENCE,
GOOD PAY
4114
B
........
E_A_C_H_R
____
E_S_O"""R"""T_J_O_B_S--Plus

CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBSEarn to $2,000/mo. Free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.)
plus food/lodging. Call· (919)
933-1939, ext C221
4127
-A-LA_S.,...K_A
__
S_U_M_M_E__R___
E_M"""P-LOYMENT-Earn to $3,000+/mo. In
fisheries, parks, resorts, Airfare!
Food/Lodging often provided!
Call (919)933-1939, ext. A221.

4127
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- Fishing industry. Excellent
student earnings & benefits
potential (up to $2,850+/mo
+room/board). Ask us howl 517324-3117 ext.A57381.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4127

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is
now hiring painters and job site
managers for the summer. No
experience necessary. Work in
your home town. $6-10 an hour.
ca111-sss-2n-9787.
----------'514
CAMP STAFF- MINNESOTA .
Energetic and caring individuals
for positive camp community.
Leaders for backpacking trips to
to PNW and Canadian Rockies.
Counselors to teach traditional
camp activities: canoe, bdsail,
sail, wskl, gym, horseback, climb
and blacksmithing. Vldeographer,
cooks, supervisors, swim and
waterfront director. Experience
the most rewarding summer of
your life. Thunderbird 314·5673167.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10

BRIAN'S PLACE NIGHT CLUB
AND SPORTS BAR-Help wanted. Various positions. Waitresses
earn $5.15 per hour, Apply in person. 2100 Broadway Mattoon.
234-4151.
4/10
_S_U_M_M_E_R_W_E_E_K_E_N_D_H-ELP

Forests, National Parks, Dude
Ranches, Rafting Companies.
Nationwide summer openings.
Call (919) 933-1939, ext. R221.
4/27

Make Money
$1500 weekly potential malling
our circulars No experience
required. Free information packet. Call 410·347-1475.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4

For Rent
CLOSE TO BUZZARD BLDG. 2
BDRM furnished apts, Free parking laundry room, central air. 345·

6000.
----------'514
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. TWO
BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS.
FREE PARKING. POOL GREAT
LOCATION. 345-6000.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,514

MC ARTHUR/MANOR APARTMENTS. Now leasing for Fall 98.
2 Bedroom furnished apt, 3452231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,514

VERY NICE 1 BDRM, furnished,
close to campus bungalow for 2
people. $235/pp. 12 month lease,
no pets. Call 345-3148
5/4
3 & 4 BEDROOM HOUSES &
apartments close to campus. Call
345-6621

SUMMER JOBS! NOW HIRINGI
Earn $280-$750 per week this
summer in the Chicagoland subu rbs. Teem Manager, Team
Painter, and Internship openings
availabl e in your hometown.
Work outdoors, 40 hours per
week, close to home. E-Mail us
an application by visiting our web
site at www.collegecraft.com or
call for an Interview at 1-800-331-

4441.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.511

SUMMER MINI STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-n46.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514

LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART·

MENT WITH ALL UTILITIES
PAID FOR 2·3 GIRLS. CALL
345-3100 BETWEEN 4-9 P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
still available. Call Oldtowne
Management.
345-6533.
________________
.5/4
NEW LISTING. HOUSE FOR 5
OR 6 GIRLS AVAILABLE IN
AUGUST. Remodeled, ideal location. Parking. No Pets. Call 345·
7286.
----------'514
2 BEDROOM HOUSE available
June 1st. No pets. $500/mo. 3457286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
NICE FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE,
Two baths, partly furnished. Call
345-5088 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

514

5--X-1O_S_U_M_M_E_R-ST_O_R-AGE.
$25 monthly. Treasure Island 620
West State. 345-3741
.,,,--,------------4117
SHARP, FRESH, QUIET duplex
for 2. Real close to campus. 3454489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
Broker.

..,......--------------~10

GRAD STUDENTS or mature
quiet upperclassmen. 2 BR apts
for 2. 345·4489. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
2 BR house for 2. Close, cheap.
345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
Broker.
________________4/10
APARTMENTS 2 OR 3 BR on 3rd
St. furnished. 10 mo lease. Call
CAMPUS RENTALS. Call 345·
3100 between 4-9 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17

n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514

AVAILABLE JUNE· 5 bedroom
house 1/2 block from Old Main. 2
baths, trash paid. 12 month
lease, no pets. 348-n46.
----------'5/4
2
BEDROOM
UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT LOCATED AT 208
1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FURNISHED
CARPETED, GOOD QUIET
LOCATION . CALL 345-7522
AFTER 5:30. CALL 345·9462,
ASK FOR LARRY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4110
EFFICIENCY APT. LOCATED AT
501 1/2 TAYLOR. FULLY FURNISHED. AVAILABLE JUNE 15.
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED
CALL 345· 7522 AFTER 5:30
CALL 345-9462 ASK FOR
LARRY.
4110
-1--B-=
E--D""R_OO_M---FU_R
__N_l_S_H__
E_D APT

LARGE 4 BR UPSTAIRS APT.
202 1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FUR·
NISHED, CARPETED A/C.
LARGE BATHROOM W ITH
SHOWER. 3 OR 4 STUDENTS.
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
345-7522. AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462 ASK FOR LARRY.

FOR 1 STUDENT 3 blocks from
campus. 175/mo. 345-3657 after
6:00.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
HOUSE 3 blocks from campus
for 3 students. $155/mo ea. 3453657, after 6:00.

__________

5~

WANTED•. Earn extra $, working
weekends outdoors in fun sunny
environment. Schaul's Catering is
looking for game coordinators,
grill cooks, supervisors for summertime events. Call 1-800-5625660 for application or apply In
person 7221 N. Harlem Niles II.,
or
apply
on line
at
www.schauls.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4124

For Rent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4110

TWO BEDROOM UNFUR·
NISHED. All utilities paid except
phone and cable. NO PETS and
NO PARTIES. 345-6759
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR.
NO
pets.
345-7286.
__
__
_ _ _ _ _ _514
JUNE 1ST OR AUGUST 1ST. 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath furnished
apt. for 2-4 people. 12 month
lease. 1017 Woodlawn 348·

The Daily Eastern News
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Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-~~~~~~~
Address: _ _ _ _ _~-~~~~~~~~
Under Class1hcabon o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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no.
words/days _ O C h
0Check
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Amount
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0Credit ·

Payment

P.hone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

0 Yes O No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

n

---------~10
ROOMS FOR RENT-Women
only. Inter. Summer sessions.
Large house fully furn. 1 blk from
Union. Central NC. $220 mo.
Util. Inc. House 345-5692 or Pat
Novak (630)789-3772.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514

FURNISHED APTS FOR 3 PEOPLE. $215 each. Free parking,
pool, central air. Great location.
345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514
SUMMER ONLY: 4 bedroom, 2
bath house, 2-4 people.
Reasonable rent. 348-5032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
HOUSES FOR 1·5 students. 3481614
348-8096.
_
_or_
_ _ _ _ _ _4115
3 AND 4 BEDROOM APART·
MENTS available for Fall. Very
nice, clean and updated. Call
345-5088 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
1 BEDROOM APT. close to campus available for intersession +
summer $250 348-5934.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS Still
available.
Call
Oldtowne
Management. 345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514
LOWER LEVEL-FURNISHED
close to campus. 2 bedrooms.
Call
348-8679 ask for Jim. 4/14
_____________

Sublessors

Roommates

_ _4/13

SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED·
ED For large one bedroom apt.
dishwasher/washer/dryer included. Rent negotiable. Call 348·
6220.

-----~---4/17

1 TO 3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
Intersession/summer. Large,
nice, unfurnished apartment on
the square. Rent negotiable. 3486461
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4115
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for Fall 98. Call 348·7043.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
1-2 SUBLESSORS FOR SUM·
MER/lNTERSESSION own room,
washer/dryer, pets permitted
$158/mo. Call 348-6457.
---------~21
PARK PLACE SUBLESSORS
NEEDEDI Clean, furnished, and
close to campus. Rent negotiable! 348-6665.

ROOMMATE NEEDED: C
NOWI GREAT LOCATION
block from campus. own
washer and dryer. Call Jolyn
6593.
ROOMMATES NEEDED. Fi
Summer, 4 bedroom house
bedrooms open $120/per
each. Call 342-3475 after 6 p.nt

'93 FORD MUSTANG 47,
miles, 4 cylinder, Power locb
windows & cruise. 5500.
2802.
95 TREK 7000 Aluminum
Green. Sell $400 0 B.O.

1944.
SONY CAR DECK $65.
Pioneer Subwooter Box S
348-6601.

Roommates
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __c4/23
2 FEMALES FOR 98199. Close to
campus. Newly remodeled
house Call Alissa or Tricia 3486248.
4110
M-AL_E_R
__O_O.,..M_M_A_T=E-T
.....0-Ll-VE IN

AVAILABLE NOW. New 2 bedroom
apts.
in
Tuscola.
$380/Month. Lease & deposit
required. 805 Pembroke 217762-2098.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
1 & 2 BR APARTS FOR SUM·
MER AND LONGER. Very nice,
large, furnished, from $300 located 741 6th. Call 581-7729 or 3456127.
514

HOUSE at 9th and Lincoln for
98/99. $220/month, 10 month
lease. Paul 581-2834.
4/20
LOOKING FOR 2 MALE OR
FEMALE roommates to live @
313 Taylor Ave. Call 345-5193.
4/13
...
FE
....M_A_L__
E_R_OO_M_M_A_:T_E_W_A-NTED

S.,,,-T=u-o--E_.,.N__T___R__E_N=TA_L_S,_...,$-200.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED

Close to campus. Phone after 5.
342-9307.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
NICE 3 BR APT FOR 3 GIRLS
FOR AUGUST. $215 mo each
plus electric and water. Call 6216693 between 3-9 p.m.

FOR FA 98/SP 99. 3 bedroom
apt. in atrium. Close to campus.
Indoor pool and gym. $215 a
month. Call Amanda 581-8196
alter4 p.m.

1989 CHEVY CAMARO.
miles. Runs good. Body in
condition. $1800. Doug
6746.
FOR SALE: 1986 Ford E
Exp. Runs good. New Ii
$1100. 345-9543.
BEANIES Curly and Vale
$15 each. Cash only. Call

2946.
'92 FORD ESCORT WAG
70,000 miles, great con
$3,900 OBO. 581-7844.

to live at Park Place for '98-'99.
Call Maria 581-5301.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14

FREE CASH GRANTS!
Scholarships. Business.
Bills. Never repay. Toll Free;
800-218-9000 Ext. G· 2262.

Sublessors
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4124
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
SUMMER/INTERSESSION furnished, 2 bedroom, close to campus,
$21
Call
__
_Olmo.
__
_348-6652.
_ _ _4110
NICE 1 BDRM APARTMENT
avallable intersession & summer.
$285
OBO. 345-7286.
______________
........____4/10
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER AND INTERSESSION!
RENT NEGOTIABLE FOR
GREAT APART MENT, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS! CALL 345-6445.
=------=----------=4/10
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED·
ED: Su '98. Royal Heights
$190/mo. Central Air, dishwasher,
fully furnished. Call 348-5272.

Fo rmer Greek
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"Casablanca•
17 1984 MartinTomlin comedy
eo Nosy person's
affair, in a
saying
12 Washington
summit
A Performing
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sometimes
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30 Door sign
31 It ca uses a
11 S p rin g
breakdown
bloom ers
"M*A*S*H"
33
Wat
er adders
18
corp oral
:as Track - 17 Salon activity
37 Inoperative
18 Spill
38 Major strikes
11 S h ade of
42 It may i nvolve a
crimson
sacrifice
20 A sse"nts
44l MTV prize
22 Permanently
47 Arbiter
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" ' Late-late hour
23 "Rhyme Pays"
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network
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w ay
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Ad to read:

•
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___
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 1.5 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
•
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

----
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~~~,.....,.,.....,..""4

.........-..--.........-..-.--..~

ALPHA PHI OMEGA Get orders and money In for tom:ial p111;·'IWll'!lfllii•
COFFEETALK There will be no Coffeetalk this week.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir rehearsal today
p.m. In Fine Arts room 013. Easter service will be held at the
of Alliance at 3 p.m. on April 12.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Good Friday Service will be I
12 noon in the University Ballroom.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Easter Mass is Sunday, April 12
a.m. in Coleman Auditorium.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Good Friday service today
p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
any non-profit camoos organjzatjooal event. All Clips should be
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday Is
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE AUN. C~
edited for available space.

DOWN
1 Light yellow
2 Uto-(language
group)
3 1975 Emmywinning actress
4 Distribute
1 Pull (in)
• Bronzy
7 E qually fine
8Mllksource
• Iron man's
quest?
to Understand
11 Smartened (up)
12 U nsurpassed
13 City fellow
t4 Jack-in-the-box
needs
21 Iranian
mountain
d w eller
24 They b ring
b lessings
11 Kind of lamp
n Famous last
words?

50

54
57

12

Puzzle by Kfttn Mce8nn

21 Kitchen staple

n

Sin ger Sumac
34 Barnyard m ale
• Rats
38 Places where
one is driven to
d rink?
31 lmbricate
40 Tennis player
Medvedev
41 Small p rogress
a Treaty of
Bereeniging

conflict

44 Fuming
• Wired
a Sappho's
home
11 Wood from
India and Sri
Lanka

11 "Ptu il"

udents can travel back
time to high school prom
Phi Beta sorority and Phi Beta
fraternity presents "Drifting On A
. Prom 98" tonight in hopes of
back old and new memories of
ool prom.
the past several years, Zeta Phi
1<>rority in conjunction with Phi
Sigma fraternity has hosted a " Blue
ite Ball."
prom will take place from 7 p.m.
dnight at the Worthington Inn,
on 920 W. Lincoln.

lisheka Seamon, member of Zeta Phi
Beta sorority, said the event is open to
everyone and encourages students to
relive their past proms.
"This will probably be the last prom
people will attend ever," Seamon said.
She said this will give students who
did not have an opportunity to attend
prom while in high school another
chance.
Also, a prom court will be held and
candidates nominated in the court are
non-greek. Nominations for the court
were selected by Zeta Phi Beta sorority
and Phi Beta Sigma fraternity.

" In the past years the 'Blue and White
Ball' was more centered toward us, but
this year were trying to attract everyone to attend," said Shoshona Jenkins,
president of Zeta Phi Beta sorority.
A meal, which will consist of three
types of chicken, meatballs and finger
foods, will be buffet style and selfserved, Jenkins said. Both organizations
are expecting about I 00 people to
attend the prom and music will be provided by 20 & Five Productions.
Tickets can be purchased at the door.
Admission is $5 for singles and $8 per
co uple.

ve B~at around longer than Titanic
ANGELES (AP) - Proving that
ships are more unsinkable than
"The Love Boat" is returning for
television cruise.
first question that comes to mind:
It's a lot of sun and a lot of fun.
t setting;' :say~ UPN President
Yalenane. whose network is airing
Boat: The Next Wave."
next question: Is the theme song
e' OK. we confess. We liked the
little tune. just as we accepted
f'17~6 series for what it was: cute,
le and as easy to swallow as a
lada served on the upper deck.

'The Lo-o-ove Boat. exciting and new,
come aboard, we're expecting you,"
singer jack Jones trilled each week, our
Pied Piper to cruise ship adventure with
Captain Stubmg (Gavin Macleod), purser
Gopher Smith (Fred Grandy) and Dr.
Bricker (Bernie Kopell).
Adding glamour (and often nostalgia)
to each outmg were such veteran stars
as Greer Garson, Helen Hayes, Pearl
Bailey, Van Johnson and Steve Allen.
Now comes " The Next Wave," debuting 8 p.m. EDT Monday on UPN and
starring Robert Urich as Captain Jim
Kennedy, Phil Morris (son of the late

Greg Morr is of "Mission: Impossible") as
the chief purser, and Joan Severance as
the security director.
Also part of the Sun Princess crew are
Corey Parker, Stacey Travis and Randy
Vasquez. the episodes are filmed during
real Princess line Caribbean cruises
replete with real vacationers (and extras
who perhaps are more bikini-worthy).
As with the original show, guest stars
and cast members enjoy romantic
escapades, some sentimental and some
funny. And, yes, the song will be back.
updated: Rap was ruled out. but a jazzier
approach is was under consideration.

Movies cashing
in on munchies
LAS VEGAS (AP) - They can account for
almost SO percent of a theater's profits and
about 90 percent of a moviegoer's
heartburn: Movie house concessions are
often an indigestible combination of popcorn, soda and Raisinettes.
Yet a new crop of theater snacks is
zooming in on good caste, and concession
stands will soon offer gourmet coffees,
fresh-baked
pretzels, made-to-order pizzas and highend chocolate~ . General Cinema, one of
the nation's biggest theater chains. next
week will open a new 18-screen facility ln
Yorktown, serving light entrees, champagne
and wine. The new Pacific Theatres mulcipl ex in the Los Angeles suburb of
Chatsworth sells Pink's hot dogs, considered a delicacy by many L.A. diners.
A movie house makes 45 to 55 percent
o f its Income from co ncession stand sales.
While upscale snacks have been offered for
years In some cinemas in major cities, the
rest of the nation's theaters are only slowly
beginning to follow suit
"Moviegoe~ are looking for quality products at <t good price.' s>ays Jot! Aranc1C1 of
Denver 'i Pretzel maker. • Poptorn and
candy - that's the end of 1t. There are no
fresh items" Arancio's gourmet pretzels
cost theater owners about 12 cents and
sell for $2.25.
At this month's National Association of
Theater Owners convention here, the
best-known concessions claimed the most
square footage on the exhibition floor.
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Congratulations on going active.
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Tau love, Julie.
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Always, Jeff.
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Notices are paid for by the Office of UniverS1ty Publications.
concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
I NDSL BORROWERS. If you are graduating or do not

be at least half-time at EIU next semester, It is mandatory to

an exit Interview. Failure to do so will result in a COMPLETE
being placed on your University record. Interviews will be held
Olfice of Student Accounts, South side Old Main, Cashier's
on April 13, 15, 21 , and 23. CALL 217-581-3715 TO
YOUR EXIT INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT.
I. Collections Specialist Ill
AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB SCHOLAR·
A scholarship ls available from the Charleston Business and
Women's Club. Candidates for the scholarship must: 1)
• 30 years of age or older, who are attending EIU; 2) have
to use the desired training to upgrade skHls for career
, to train for a new career, or to enter or re-

enter the job market; and 3) be residents of the Charleston area.
Financial need is a consideration. The scholarship is announced in
the Spring and paid in the Fall. Please contact Ms. Martha Drake,
2604 Fourth Street, Char1eston, IL 61920, 348-0191 , for more lnfonnation and application.
Barbara Hieke, Foundation Executive Officer
SPRING 1998 TRANSCRIPTS. If you will be requiring a transcript
from Eastern Illinois University, either after Spring 1998 grades or
Spring 1998 graduation, the Records Office will start accepting
requests in 119 Old Main on Wednesday, April 15. Cost per transcript
is$4.
Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
MINORITY TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP. Minority Teacher of Illinois
Applications for 1998 / 99 have been received. To be eligible for the
scholarship, you must be a U.S. citizen or eligible non-citizen; a legal
resident of the state of Illinois; a minority student enrolled on a full
time basis at the sophomore level or above; have a GPA of at least
2.5; enrolled as an undergraduate in a "Teacher Education Program";
meet Satisfactory Academic Progress of the school where you ere
enrolled, are not In default; have not been awarded the Paul Douglas
Teacher Scholarship, Illinois Special Education Teacher Scholarship,

A. Debolt Teacher Shortage Scholarship for the same year in which
you are applying; or have not received a baccalaureate degree.
Applications may be picked up in the Financial Aid Office, Lower East
Wing, Student Services Building. Scholarship applications must be
received by ISAC no later than May 1, 1998.
Beverly Miiier, Financial Aid Advisor
DAVID DEBOLT TEACHER SHORTAGE SCHOLARSHIP.
Applications for tbe 1998-99 David A. DeBolt Teacher Shortage
Scholarship have been received and may be pick.ed up in the Lower EWing, Student Services. To be eligible you must meet the following: a
U.S. citizen or eligible non-citizen; a legal resident of the state of
llllnois; enrolled on at least a half-time basis as an undergraduate at
the sophomore level or above in "Teacher Education Program", or as e
graduate seeking initial teacher certification; meet the Satisfactory
Academic Progress Policy of the school at which you are enrolled;
have not been awarded the Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship, a
Minority Teacher of Illinois Scholarship, or en Illinois Special Education
Teacher Scholarship, for the same academic period for which you are
applying. The Free Application for Federal Student Aid must be completed. Deadline for the application 18 May 1, 1~. . . . - - -

~
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New Playstation game Top percussion students
drum for graduates
leaves player in Dredd
~ josh harbeck

Staff writer
Many times with video games. ideas are hit
and miss. With Activision's Judge Dredd, we
definitely have a miss on our hands.
If you have played Area 51 (the shooting
game where you defend the fabled military
base from invading aliens), you have played
judge Dredd. It's the same thing.
Looking from the first-person point of
view, the game moves you around the different levels and you shoot whatever comes on
the screen.
Of course, with Area 51 you have a light
gun. P\ayStation does have a light gun available,
but if you don't have one, Judge Dredd is a
waste of time. Come to think of it, even if you
do have a light gun Judge Dredd is a waste of
time.,Ulvv
To i\Wt these first-person view shooting
games on some ~ <>:l $cal~ we could compare them to a bad extreme - Nintendo's
Duck Hunt - and a good extreme - N64's
Golden Eye.
Duck Hunt was very simple. You shoot
what comes on the screen. Sometimes there's
one duck, sometimes there's two. And if
you're really good. the duck moves really fast.
In Golden Eye there is a plot. You are
James Bond saving the world from another
villain. And the graphics and game-play are
both outstanding.

Ensemble to play
last concert of year

Judge Dredd is more like Duck Hunt than
it is like Golden Eye.
There is a plot to the game (as Judge
Dredd you must save some hostages) but
what does it matter? The game decides
where you're going to go anyway - you have
no choice in the matter. You might as well be
saving doughnuts from falling in a sewer - you
would still just shoot whatever comes up on
the screen.
The game's graphics are uninspired. This
game could have been made for the Sega
Genesis system - except for the cut scenes.
Between levels, there are full-motion video
cut-scenes that move the plot along (since the
player can't) and provide background. And
yes. the cut-scenes are full of bad acting.
In fact. one of the only positives to the
game is taken straight from Area 51.
Just as in the arcade game, there are
lN'eapOn build-yps you can use. High-explosive
bullets, rapid-fire automatic guns and body
armor are all available.
And, if you don't have a light gun, you can
calibrate the cursor to a speed you're comfortable with. Just move the cursors to enemies and shoot 'em dead. Great fun.
Maybe Activision was hoping the game
would sell on the name value of Judge Dredd
alone, but the movie was terrible too.

percussion ensembles. such as a
let ensemble. rag bands and the B
jazz Percussion ensemble, who
perform "Private Dancer," Lore
f1dan ochwat
said.
stJff writer
Lorenz will play a vibraphone s
The Eastern Illinois Percussion as well as several other instrume
Ensemble, mastered by music profes- such .as the piano and marimba. S
sor Johnny Lee Lane, performs its has played percussion for Lane
Final Concert of the 1997-98 season three years.
"As a teacher he's a wonde
on April 17.
The concert will be played at 7:30 motivator, and he has great pra ·
p.m. in the Dvorak Concert Hall in giving a lot of effort," Lorenz
"The concert is exciting and en
the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The EIU Percussion Ensemble per- getic with a usually large turnout."
forms four concertS a year, playing
Norris said Lane is a pretty
two each semester. This final con- teacher, but he learns a lot from
cert is meant to send off the gradu- Norris will perform several
ating seniors and graduating percus- sion instruments, including a
sionists, as well as welcome new stu- ba solo performance in the s
"Shadow Chaser."
dents for the next school year.
The ensemble will deliver songs
All of the students are perc
such as "Mushroom So1.4p:· "~hadow mpjors, and auditioned for
Chaser'' and Tina Turner's "Private be j~ tne iJ>.er~Jl-~ajP.%~s'm
Dancer." The group ends the show in About 20 to 40 studenu u~
tradition with the "Irish Tune From a audition for the percussion ens
County Derry," better known as ble, Lorenz said. The students
been rehearsing for one hour
"Oh Danny Boy."
The concert also will showcase day since February, along with s
some of the group's top students at outside rehearsal, Lorenz said.
Eastern: seniors Gregg Lohman,
The EIU Percussion Ensem
Dusty Norris and Craig Yarger: concert is open to the publl
junior Nena Lorenz: sophomore Admission is $2 for adults and $1
Chad Davidson and freshman Darin students, senior citizens and c
Ripperdin.
dren.

4'Je.

JudgeDredd
Activision
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One of country music's 'queens' dies from blood clot at
tribute to " the firs~ ladv
NA'l-tVIL•
~rn"
'AP)u II;•
- · A, payine
~Y..(l''l
\J
..r:E,lu'i
vcLi\L'
·..;IJ.nn'i ni:: ,;~it " ""n~m• ,.,, ,,tnlo "11
po OJ rc memorla servl<:e ron or·councrymos1c;"-...,..-- ·-·- 1.Tammy
W ynette
ended
Randy Travis , Wynonna,
Thursday with Lorrie Morgan Parton, The Oak Ridge Boys and
bringing a crowd of 1,500 to .Rudy Gatlin performed , while
tears and t hen to its feet with a Merle Haggard appeared on
re n ditio n of " Stand by Your video.
Man:· Wynette's signature tune.
Earlier. Wynette was buried
A large portrait o f W ynett e after a private funeral that feawas center stage and a spotlight tured Parton, who was so upset
w as fixe d on it . Lo r etta Lynn she couldn't finish a song.
was sche duled to perform but
" T han k you. That's a ll I can
can c eled at t h e la st min u te. sing right now," Parton said after
Dolly Parton told the audience cutting short the gosp el tune
Lynn "was just so broke up she "Shine On."
couldn't make it here."
Garth Brooks. Randy Travis.
The hour-long service, held at Trisha Yearwood and Cryst al
famous Ryman Auditorium in Gayle were among the mourndowntown Nashville, was emo- ers.
tional throughout, with stars
At the public service, Parton

again sang "Shine On.'' this tim~
m~king it an the way thraum~>\r
the end, she sang the refrain
from " I Will Always Love You,"
her famous 1970s tune.
A tearful Naomi Judd called
Wynette the " most distinguished
fem ale vocalist in o ur history"
and sa id sh e w as "one o f the
biggest-hearted peo ple I've ever
known."
" We had t hree q ueens in
count ry music and o ne of the m's
gone now," Judd said , referr ing
to Wynette, Parton and Lynn.
She then introduced Wynonna,
who earned a standing ovation
with a stirring rendition of
"How Great"Thou Art."
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Wynette also had du
with George Jones, her h
from 1969-75. They ten
be about domestic bliss or
as did solo Wynette eff
" D-1-V-O-R-C-E" and "My
W y ne tte kn ew all
d ivor ce. She was marri
t imes. b u t he r mar riage
George Richey lasted from
until he r death.
In 1986 she entered the
Ford Center for an add1
pres.cription drugs. Two
later she filed for bankru
Wynette was b uri
Woodlawn ,Memorial
1
Na'sH~1tfe. L
JI

904 E. il.incol n. Cha rl es t on

SO 1/2 lb. SUPER Burger..Never Frozen
Spaghetti Special, Superb
• Greek Salad, i,- Garlic Bread ......

1""" v~.
,.... Thur.di.)
Open

,;h~Y.~~JteH..~~· -9ui~gt.~'1~<1t~r•arn'~
ne ptiom·e rr0111 ·a u10oa- t1ot..
her lungs. She had a long history
of health problems and was hospitalized many times in the last
decade for ailments ranging from
respiratory problems to the
mumps.
Born Virginia Wynette Pugh
in Itawam b a Co u n t y, Mi ~s ..
W ynett e cotton as a child and
earned a living as a haird resser
before making it as a singer.
With a robust voice t hat
could deliver entire songs seemingly on the verge of tears,
Wynette scored 39 Top I0 hits
from 1967-88 and sold more
than 30 million albums.
"Stand by Yodr Man,"which
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Cystic Fibrosis Walk-a-Thon\)

$Summer Fun!$
Line up your summer Employment now!!
Our Chicagoland clients are ready to bring you on
board for the following temporary assignments:

•Customer Service
•Reception
•Data Entry

•Accounting
•Secretary
•Office Assistant

We'll pay $8-12 depending on skills, so call us now
and start working next month!

(630)968-0504
Placement Solution Inc.

with

NOW OPEN DAILY!
Mon. • Frl.

Dai

April 15th

rU'.?J
,)

Panther Trail
In conjunction with EIU Health Fair
for more Info call Holly@ 581-7015

,Dn.. #:..

tU'.?J IJI:..,,,, lil
,)

Top Ten Reasons to Walk
1. Help us find a cure!
2. Walking reduces stress.
3. Bathing suit season is near.
4. Good chance to check up on gossip.
5. It makes you feel good.
6. Meet new people!
7. Exercise your pel
8. Chance for a famlly outing.
9. Excuse to shop for new work out gear.
10. Top fundralsers win prizes!

5

Do it for
EasterB
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ecs: waivers keeps student leaders accountable
Student Senate executive
Thursday agreed tuition
are a good method of
executives accountable to
l body.
· ve we need to be evaluan adviser," said Jason
student vice president for
affair.,.
said if executive memnot doing their jobs propshould lose their tuition
or be asked to step down.
't think you should get (a
\•er) unless you deserve
said...1 think you need
diem and I don't think get-

ting elected is earning them."
Kim Harris, student body president, said she plays an important
role in evaluating executive senate
members.
"That's kind of a job of student
body president, to monitor them
and keep them on track," she said.
Student Senate executive members who receive tuition waivers
include student body president,
vice president for academic
affairs, vice president for financial
affairs, vice president for public
affairs, vice president for student
affairs and speaker of the senate.
"I serve the students by pointing them to proper resources on
campus to get their problems
taken care of," Amato said.
Steve Zielinski, student vice

president for academic affairs,
said he oversees the $300,000 student fee reserve and is responsible
for allocating money as chair of
the Apportionment Board.
Zielinski said tuition waivers
are a good method of student control over the senate.
"I feel more comfortable giving
someone something more tangible
to hold me accountable." he said.
"As a student, I feel more comfortable giving students that control."
Ruthie Rundle, <;tudent vice
president for academic affairs,
said tuition waivers are good for
students to have some control over
Student Senate executives.
"I don't think it's undermining
to other student leaden; on cam-

pus, it's a control figu re that
makes us accountable," she said.
Student Senate executive members are required to spend 48
hours in the office each month to
receive tuition waivers. Harris
said executives do a lot of work
for the students outside the office.
'"There's a lot of work you do at
night that you don't realize you're
going to be taking home with
you," she said.
Zielinski agrees that the
amount of take-home work can be
overwhelming.
"Every single executive is
responsible for a lot of meetings
outside of their office hours," he
said.
Student Senate executives
agreed tuition waivers were not

the only incentives to run for their
positions.
Amato said his incentive to run
for student vice president for student affairs was the ability to
bring his ideas to Student Senate.
"I want to see something done
and now I can do it," he said
Rundle said she got into the
Student Senate for the experience.
"It's something that definitely
helped me,'' Rundle said. ··1 do it
for another growing experience."
There were some questions
from students on consolidating
Student Senate executive positions.
"If we did cons1 idate, it wouJd
save on tuition " a1vers. but you
wouldn't be getting as much for
your money," Harris said.

00,000 technology fee for new computer Learn about
ALBRIGHT
of Eastern's academic
ents will be receiving
puters and compu ter
equipment this fall,
to a $100,000 student
y fee.
year a portion of the
technology fee is used to
computer labs in a campartme n t, said Terry
, vice president for acaairs.
r since the technology
been in place, we have
· g this," Weidner said.

He said this is the third or
fourth year that students have
paid the student technology fee.
Weidner said individual faculty members or a department as
a whole can put in an applicati on for a grant request to
acquire a portion of the
$100,000 to go towards new
computers and equipment. The
grant requests are taken in the
academic affairs office.
"We usually get about 20-25
grant requests each year,"
Weidner said.
After all the requests are in,
tbe Academic Technology
Advisory Committee makes rec-

ommendations as to which projects should receive the money.
Weidner said the committee is
made up of students, faculty and
staff; the people directly
involved in the allocation of
computer funds.
Weidner said after all the recommendations are made, be will
make the final decision based on
the projects that received the
most support. Members of the
academic affairs office will then
vote on the proposals. The allocations are expected to be
announced next week.
"They are all good projects,
but we have to select the ones

that will benefit students the
most," Weidner said.
Usually severa l projects win
depending on the cost of them,
Weidner said.
Last year, new computers
were purchased for the English
department and the geology
department.
During the summer, the top
proposals are looked at and the
exact cost of the projects is figured. It is then decided whether
there is enough money to fund
them.
Weidner said the new computer equipment will be purchased and installed in the fall.

people killed in Muslim 'stoning the devil' ritual
A, Saudi AfAPia. (AP) rushing to carry out a rituas "stoning the devil" set
stampede Thursday that
ly killed 150 pilgrims,
them elderly, on the last
the annual pilgrimage
•the haij.
of the victims had sat
rest on an elevated walklhe 100-degree beat while
to move toward the site for
al. They were trampled
hind by fellow pilgrims
ord came that the group
ve. Others were knocked
walkway and fell 17 feet to

vened to stop the rush, thousands
of pilgrims would have died," a
Mecca police official said on condition of anonymity.
A doctor who saw the stampede
told The Associated Press that as
many as 600,000 pilgrims were
waiting for police to open the
walkway so they could cast their
stones. Another doctor said an
e lderly Moroccan woman was
trampled so heavily that her head
was crushed.
There was no estimate of the
number of injuries, which doctors
said included cuts and broken
bones. Police and doctors said
those killed were from Malaysia,
Indonesia, India. Pakistan and the

......................
urity forces had not inter-

~

The Ladies of

~

Kappa Delta

by other stampedes, fires ~ political protests that turned violent
The hajj is required of all
Muslims at least once in a lifetime
if they can afford it. and some 2.3
million are in Mecca this year.
The pilgrims were preparing for
a ritual known as "stoning the
devil," in which they hurl pebbles
at three pillars symbolizing the
temptations of Satan. Saudi officials say Asian Muslims tend not
to believe in a symbolic throw and
rush to get close enough for their
pebbles to strike the pillars.
Saudi officials said on condition
of anonymity that the death toll
was more than 150. The official
Saudi Press Agency said l 07 died.

OpenTonith

Mot
er's.
(ladies in free)
$1.75 22oz Lite & Bud Light
$1.25 Bottles & Cocktails

would like to thank
everyone who

and remember...
"If you like to cuddle ...RIDE the SHtmLE!"

participated in or . .
donated money

Mideast.
The stampede took place in the
desen plain at Mina, about three
miles from Mecca To shield themselves from the sun, pilgrims had
covered their heads with towels or
carried umbrellas, some inscribed
with the phrase "God is great"
Ambulances rushed to the
scene, and Saudi television showed
soldiers carrying a body out on a
stretcher. One soldier was trying to
revive another casualty whose face
was covered by an oxygen mask.
Another offered water to an elderly
man, who grabbed the bottle with a
trembling hand
It was the latest tragedy to befall
the haij, which has been bloodied

I
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•
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$AVE MONEY
on your motorcycle repairs & accesories

JIM WALKER CYCLE SHOP

345-3758
Rt. 1 Box 242, Lerna 62440

web de~igQ
By RYAN BOLWEU
Staff writer
The media services department Monday will be demonstrating some of the many uses
of Power Point Advanced.
The Power Point Advanced
workshop, hosted by Eastern
student Eric Smith, will be
held from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
Monday in the Technology
Training Room of the Booth
Library. There is no charge to
attend the workshop.
Smith will demonstrate how
to insert video clips, link applications to the web, insen pictures and sound, and creating
c harts and graphs using the
Power Point program.
Smith said he recommends
people to have previous experience in software before using
Power Point Advanced; software designed for business
presentations.
"Media services offers a
wide variety of workshops
each semester," he said. "The
workshop will go at a medium
pace and William Gibbs, head
of the media services, will be
there to assist anyone having
trouble," he said.
Smith said he expects the

Colle1e Pro Painters
Is now hiring painters
& Job site managers
for the summer.
No experience neca11~.
Work In y•r llome town.

$6-$10 a hoar
Call 1-888-CPP·97US
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Rangers rain runs on Sox, Cubs win wet Mets gam
Rangers 11, Wh ite Sox 0
CHICAGO (AP) - Aaron Sele
pitched a three-hitter for his first
career shu tout, leading the
Texas Rangers over the Chicago
White Sox 11-0 Thursday.
Lee Stevens hi t a two-run
homer and drove in three runs,
and Juan Gonzalez added a tworun double to back Sele, making
his 110th career start.
Sele, who beat Chicago 20-4
on April 2 in his Texas debut.
struck out five and walked four.
Mark Mclemore hit a tworun single during a five-run second inning, and two more runs
scored on shortstop Mike
Caruso's error.
Texas also scored a run in the
sixth on a throwing error by
third baseman Robin Ventura.

James Baldwin (1-1) gave up
seven runs - five earned - five
hits and six walks in five
innings.
The start of the game was
delayed 2 hours, 11 minutes by
rain.
The Chicago Cubs, playing
about eight miles north of
Comiskey Park, were in the
fourth inning by the time the
White Sox game began.
Texas took a 5-0 lead in I.he
second on Stevens RBI
grounder, McLemore's single
and Caruso's drop of Rusty
Greer's fly ball - the outfielder's
second error in six games.
Stevens homered in the second. and the White Sox made it
10-0 in the sixth on Ventura's
error and the double . by

Gonzalez.

this season, Trachsel had three

Cubs 8, Mets 7
Steve Trachsel pitched 5 2-3
innings fo r his second victory
and again helped himself at the
plate as the Chicago Cubs took a
seven-run lead and held off the
New York Mets 8-7 Thursday on
a cold and windy afternoon.
Chicago, winless in its first
14 games last year, improved to
7-2.
The Cubs didn't get their seventh win last season until May
3, their 28th game.
Trachsel (2-0) allowed four
runs - three earned - and six
hits.
He also singled during a fourrun second and walked during a
three-run fourth. ln his first start

SOFTBALLfrompage8A
junior Stacy Seibert cleared the bases and
brought Eastern to w11hin two runs of the
Skyhawks.
Eastern tagge"d on one more run in I.he
si!{th when sophomore pitcher Sara
DaLaere grounded out, but managed to
score a run.
The Panthers went into the final inning
only down by one run, but the Skyhawks
scored twice to put the game out of reach.
A single and a wild pitch put the
Skyhawks up for good.
"We have to play perfect defense if we
don't score runs." Searle said.
"We have to get better...
The Panthe rs return to action this
weekend when they hit the road for a
double-header against Middle Tennessee
on Saturday and another two-game set
again on Sunday against Austin Peay.
Middle Tenne::-.see is off to a slow start
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Rod Beck pitched the ninth
for his fifth save in five chances,
allowing an RBI double to Brian
McRae and a run-scoring
groundout to Butch Huskey.
With two outs and the potential tying run on third, Rey
Ordonez grounded out.
A day after the teams were
washed out, the start was
delayed 37 minutes by rain.
It was just 42 degrees at game
time with an 18 mph wind from
the north.
Chicago took a 4-0 lead in the
second on Henry Rodriguez's
I.bird homer, Brant Brown's RBI
single and Mickey Morandini's
two-run triple.
Right fielder Rich Becker

ivy.
After Trachsel walked in
fourth, Sammy Sosa's twodouble finished Rick Reed (().
Mar k Grace greeted 8
Bohanon with an RBI single.
New York closed to 7-4
Edgardo Alfonzo's sacrifice
in the fifth and a three-run
that included Carlos Bae
sacrifice fly, Jim Tatum's
double and a two-base error
Rodriguez, who drop
Ordonez's fly to left.
John Hudek forced in a
the sixlh with three straight
walks.
Ordonez singled in a run
Marc Pisciolta in the eighth.

Allen leaves field for the boot
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season, but he resumed negotiations
CBS, which has regained NFL rights
a four-year absence.
Schotlenheimer has coached Allen
four years and has called him the "
complete back in NFL history."
·'When l reflect back on all of the
ers I have seen play the game - both
player and a coach - I don't think I
seen a better football player than M
Allen." Schottenheimer once said. "He
guy who down after down, game
game. runs, blocks. catches, subordi
his own self-interest to that which is
best interest of I.he team. He may not
a bigger fan than me. I think Marcus
is as fine a player as has ever played
game."
Allen·s 222 games, 123 touchdo
and 587 receptions all are the most of
running back in NFL history.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Marcus
Allen, one of the most honored running
backs in NFL history. is retiring after I6
years to take a job as a national television
commentator for CBS.
A source close to Allen told The
Associated Press today the Kansas City
Chiefs will announce the move at an afternoon news conference at Arrowhead
Stadium.
The 38-year-old back, who holds the
NFL record with 123 touchdowns. has had
a popular weekly show with the CBS affiliate in Kansas City.
Allen is the winnet of the 1982 Heisman
Trophy and MVP award in the 1984 Super
BowJ. He became the first back to gain
both 10,000 yards rushing and 5.000 yards
receiving. Allen told Chiefs coach Marty
Schottcnheimer last week while golfing in
Las Vegas that he would return for a 17th

in the OVC East, with a 2-6 conference
record and a 14-18 overall record.
Austin Peay is also struggling somewhat in the OVC.
The Lady Govemers rest at the bottom
of the OVC East division with a 2-7 conference record and a 17-20 overall
record.
Austin Peay is another team I.hat does
not win often, but when it does it wins
big.
The Lady Governers will rely mainly
on their offense, as they are third among
teams in the OVC in total batting average.
The Lady Governers have been struggling a little bit on the mound this season.
As a team they boast a 3.42 ERA and
allow their opponents to hit .316 against
them.

D

complained Morandini sh
have been sent back to se
because the ball got stuck in

RBis and two hits.
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OVER ONE MILLION OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
·THE BEST RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
""l.~

Then it comes to pla nn ing a comforta ble future,
America's best and brightest count o n TIAA-CR~F.
With over $200 billion in a ssets , we're the w orld 's largest
retirement company , the nation's lea der in customer satisfaction, a nd the ove rwltelming c hoice of people in
education , resea rc h and related fi elds ?
The reason '! For 80 years. TIAA-CREF has introduced
inte lligent solutions to Ame rica's lo ng-term planning need s.
We pioneered porta ble bene fits. We invent ed the va riable
a nnuity and ·he lped popularize the very con cept o f stock
investing for retireme n t pla nn ing.
Today. TIAA-CREF's expe rtise oflers a n im pressive range

VV

of ways lo help you create a comfortable a nd sec ure tomorrow.
From the guarantees o f TIAA's top-rated Traditional Annuity 00
to the a dditional growth opportunities of our variable investme nt accounts. you'll find the flexibility and diversity y ou
m~ed to he lp you meet your long-term goals. And they're
all backed by some o f the most knowledgea ble investment
managers in the industry.
To learn more a bout the world 's p remie r re tire me nt
orga nizatio n, speak to o ne o f our expert consultants at
1 800 842-7715 (8 a.m.-11 p.m. ET). O r better still, speak to
o ne of your colleagues. F ind ou t w hy. w he n it co mes to
pla nning fo r tomorrow, great mind s think a like.

Vis it us on the Inter net at www.t iaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."
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lues beat Hawks, 3-2 TRACK/mm
·cago play-off
r losing three
. LOUIS ( AP)- Pavo!
tra, playing his first game

missing a month with a
jaw. set up two goals for
St. Louis Blues in a 3-2 vicover the Chicago
khawks on Thursday night.
ris McAlpine had a goal
an assist for the Blues. who
won six of seven and have
points, fifth in the overall
ings. The Blues have won
of the last 11 at home. where
played in front of their
sellout crowd of 20.295.
he game was a lot more
rtant for Chicago·. which
d the night in a three-way
r the eighth and final playspot in the Western
erencc with San Jose and
nton.
c Daze had a goal and an

ENNIS

assist for Chicago. which has
made the playoffs 28 consecutive seasons - the longest streak
in the league.
But the Blackhawks have
lost three in a row. each time by
one goal. and are 2-6-0 in the
last eight games.
Despite playing in only 56
games. Dcmitra is fourth on the
Blues in scoring with 19 goals
and 28 assists.
He set up goals by Craig
Conroy and Mike Eastwood in
the second period and also had
a breakaway that was stopped
by Jeff Hackett in the first period.
McAlpine put the Blues
ahead on a rebound shot at
13:57 of the first period. popping the puck loose from
Hackett before scoring his third
goal.
Pierre Turgeon set up the
play with a shot from the point.
extending his scoring streak to
a team-high seven games (4-610).

frompage8A- -

esday. The Panthers had
their previous two matches.
of which were in conference.
c team is looking to
ve its standing in conferlo get a better seed in the
tournament. Reid is still
· g the importance of winthe doubles point to gain
momentum in a match.
ere are a few things that
ubles teams need to do in
lo win consistently," Reid
aiding serve is extremely
t. It h hard to get a point

back once you've lost it."
The players are all starting to
look more and more consistent.
according to Reid. Being in top
form at this point in the season is
important. with Eastern competing in its final matches in conference.
The OYC tournament starts on
Friday, April 17 for both of the
teams. and continues through
Sunday, April 19.
The three-day event will take
place in Nashville. The final
seeds will be set after the matches
chis weekend.

page

er as the Panthers head down the
stretch of the outdoor season.
"We need to be mentally prepared to compete and we need to
work on a positive mental uttitude
going into tbe meet.'' he said.
..With all of the big meets recently it is easy to feel like you arc
out for yourself. but we need to
concentrate on pulling back
together as a team and to make
sure we are ready to go."
Craft said the Lee Calhoun
Invitational is a good meet to
keep the ball rolling into the conference meet.
..This is a meet to keep the
continuity and to put forth a good
effort and take the last step before
the conference meet ... he said.
.. Everyone will compete in only
one or two events to keep the
excitement in them:·
Megan Spicer was one of tbc
people that was excited as she ran
in her first meet of the season
after returning from an injury.
..She had a great week of training and she is excited about running." Craft said.
Craft also said he wants to
keep everyone healthy going into
the biggest outdoor meet of tbe
season in two weeks especially
after a good week of practice.
"We all did well in practice
this week," he said. Some things
went well (in practice) and we
had some good things happen this
weekend. but we need to look at
resting some people."
Long and triple jumper
Marissa Busbue. Krista Moss.
Keri Davis, Stephanie Brandt and
Jenny Blank were all people Craft
mentioned as being on the injury
front.
"Jenny has a knee problem but
she will work through it and
Brandt will be red shirt because
of her knee." Craft said.
The men's team also had a

BA- - - -- -

IKUYA KURATA/ Photo editor
Members of one of Eastern'.~ mens relay teams exclrange the batm
during a relay at the Big Blue Classic at O'Brien Stadium. Tile
Eastern men '.s and womens track teams ivill atrempt to continue their
success at tire Lee Callroun Memorial Jm·itational in Macomb.
good week of practice according this week and hopefully they will
to Akers.
result in some real good perfor..We had a real good workout mances," Aker~ said.

ASEBALL/rompageBA -----------~
~tern's.

Panthers arc tops in the OVC with 61
this season. and it is the Panther's
nd highest total in a single season.
first baseman Mark Tomse leads the
run barrage with 11, which leads the
•:rmce and he is ranked 16th nationally.
ut the ~forehead State offense has

shown some signs of life. especially in the
third game of the Tennessee Tech series.
Morehead had 19 hits. including eight for
extra bases. as the Golden Eagles cruised to
an 18-4 win that knocked Tech out of first
place in the conference.
·
The Morehead bats arc led by catcher
Sean Jantzen, who is eighth in the OVC

with a batting average of .358. Jantzen has
38 bits this season, including seven homers
and nine extra base hits. He also has a
team-leading 27 RBI.
But the guy swinging the hot bat for the
Golden Eagles this past weekend was coOYC Player of the Week sophomore outfielder Jason Kenned). In the Tech series.

Kennedy hit .571 with three doubles and six
RBI.
The Morehead pitching staff ranks sixtl1
in the ov·c with an ERA of 7 .23. T he
Eastern pitching staff ranks third in the

ovc.

Jarnagin said his pitching has been very
these pa't few weeks.

po~itive
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LOOKS FORWARD TO

JERRY'S
PIZZA

FRIDAYS
-- ~

TGI Fridays is now accepting
applications for ful I and part time
servers. Excellent wages,
fun work environment.
Apply in person
Friday and Monday
at Marty's on campus.
Interviewing Friday and Monday
from 8am-2pm.

&PUB

~

14" Pizza
~~() single topping

~

corner of 4th and Lincoln
1

©~
Bottles

$6.00
345-2844

Friendly Inn Tavern·
Ashmore, IL

Friday Night Band

Th.e
Daily I

Easter
News

9pm-lam

. [E[k[E~If\fIT
Songs by CCR. Cream. No Doubt. ect •••

NO COVER * MUST BE 21 TO ENTER*

8 miles east of Charleston 1st tavern on right hand side

Do it for the
Easter Bunny!
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Panthers washed out by Skyhawks, 8BY KYLE BAUER

two teams were able to get in one
game, but it turned out to be bad
news for the Panthers. Eastern
The Panther softball team dropped its third Ohio Valley
braved the elements and a muddy Conference game in two days.
Williams Field Thursday after- The Panthers now stand at 4-3 in
noon, but came up a little short the OVC and 12-12 overall.
against Tennessee-Martin. The
Eastern jumped out to an early
Skybawks two runs in the final lead, when sophomore outfielder
inning helped secure an 8-5 victo- Lindsay Klockenga singled in
ry.
sophomore teammate Julie Fonda.
The two teams were set to play
Tennessee-Martin quickly
a doubleheader, but Mother answered in its half of the second
Nature had other ideas. Game two when senior pitcher Jessica
was called in the top of the first Crosser tied the game with one
inning due to unfavorable field swing of the bat. Crosser hit a
conditions.
solo borne run that sailed over the
"The officials shou ld have left field fence.
taken charge at the get go of the
The score remained tied until
second game," Panther head the fourth inning when the
coach Lloydene Searle said. "We Skyhawks took a 2-1 lead, thanks
should not have even started. We to an RBI double by sophomore
do not need anyone injured at this catcher April Leatherwood.
Eastern had plenty of opportupoint."
Before the rain took over, the nities to answer in the bottom of

Staff writer

DEANNA MclNTYRE/ Staff Photographer
Sophomore Pitcher Kim Shcuerre sends the ball plateward against
Ohio. The Panthers lost to Tennesse-Manin Thursday, 8-5.

Macomb meet
next for track

Baseball looks to stretch lead on the roa
By MATT WILSON
Spons editor

By DAVID PUMP
Associate sports editor
With only one week before
the Ohio Valley Conference
meet, Easterns men's and
women's track and field team
head to Western ro compete in
the ninth annual Lee Calhoun
Memorial Invitational.
Last weekend the Panthers
hosted and won the Big Blue
Classic, but Western will be
more of a rune up for conference, women's coach John
Craft said.
"We may not score as well
as last weekend, but at this
point it is not that important
for us," he said. "We just.
want to keep the continuity
going."
Many of the same competitors that competed in the Big
Blue Classic last week will be
in Macomb. Eastern, Iowa.
Purdue,
Wisconsin Milwaukee and Illinois State
head up the list of competitors.
Men's coach Tom Akers
said it will be another highly
competitive meet, but anticipates some quality races.
"The Big 10 champion
Iowa will be competing and
they have a kid (Monte
Raymond) that can run the
400-meter dash in the 46 second range," he said. "We will
~on sharpening up
and we will be running
down."
What Akers meant by running down was Chad White
will run in the 100-meter dash
and the 200-meter dash rather
than running in the 400 and
the 200, and Jimmy Sims will
compete in the same events as
White.
-6istance runner Todd
Moroney will step down from
the steeplechase to run the
1500-meter run and the 800meter run Akers said as examples.
Akers said he wants to see
the team start to come togeth
See TRACK page 7A

the fourth. The Panthers I
the bases thanks to a single
two walks, but were unable
score, ending the inning wilh
bases loaded.
""We left too many runners
base," Searle said. " We di
have runners in scoring posi
when we need them. but when
got three outs we had too maDJ
The game started to take
in the fifth, when the Skyba
extended their lead by sco
four runs in the inning. The
run came compliments of
should have been an out,
thanks to a Panther throw·
error, it turned into an RBI ·
Another RBI single
Leatherwood and a two-run ·
by freshman Leah Dacus c
pleted the innings scoring.
The Panthers then took
turn. A bases-loaded double by
See SOFTBALL page 6A

The Panther baseball team
looks to create a little distance
between itself and the rest of the
Ohio Valley Conference when it
travels to Morehead, Ky. to take
on Morehead State in a threegame series.
Ea!>tern wilJ take on the Eagles
in a doubleheader beginning at 11
a.m. on Friday. The two teams
will finish off their series with a
single game at noon on Saturday.
"This is a big game for us,
we're playing a good team and
probably at this time the best in
the league," Morehead head
coach John Jarnagin said. "We
have to play well to compete with
these guys. If we don't do the
right things then we're going to
be in some real trouble."
Eastern sits atop the OVC with
an 8-3 conference record, but four
teams are within a game and a
half of the Panthers, with one of
those teams being Morehead

State.
After taking two-of-three
games from defending conference
champion Tennessee Tech last
weekend, the Eagles improved
their OVC record to 7-5.
Morehead is in a tie for fourth
place with Eastern Kentud.")', who
hosts Murray State this weekend.
Morehead is one ahd a half
games back of the Panthers.
Jarnagin said he is not devoting
his whole attention to this weekend.
..My thinking is we have to do
the right thing because EIU is
able to dominate people,"
Jarnagin said. "Our intention is to
do the right thing so we do not
get dominated. I look more for
execution in order for us to compete. If we do well then we'll
move up in the standings, but I'm
thinking if we do well then we
have a bener chance of making
the tourney."
Jarnagin said he was impressed
with the way his team played
against Tennessee Tech.

1998
BASEBALL
STAl'CDl l'COS

.........
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
Austin Peay

eo..r.

0-onll

8-3

19-8
20-13
19-14
16-16-1
13-23
10-25
10-19
12-19
15-ll

9-6
9-6
7-5
7-5
6-9
+7
+8
5-10

Thb ,.ttkeoch pmes:
fMltt1I Ulloolt 0 \lordw9d Slak
\l.,,..y Slllle 0 Elolmi Kcmuck)'
y.....,.._.Mant0 4iP ICllJICS>« Tech
AIDlln Puy 0 Middle TenJ"'5.<ec:
Soothca\I \1J<M>Un •
Tedi

Gcori!••

·We played well and with
great character and enthusiasm,"
he said . "We lost a tough first
game, and we came back and
played good in the second game
and great in the third game. We
showed great character and
enthusiasm and I hope to continue
to see all the success this weekend."

The other teams in the hunt
the conference lead are Sou
Missouri and Tennessee 1i
each are tied for second in
conference with 9-6 records.
hosts Tennessee-Martin fo
three-game
series, w
Southeast is in non-confere
action this weekend, playin
three-~altie §etles at Ot!8~
Tech.
But the only thing Eastern
worry about this weekend is
series against Morehead.
weekend will be a banle of
offenses headed in opposite ·
lions.
The Morehead offense is
in the OVC with a team b
average of .283. Morehead is
for second to last in the co
ence in homers with only 28
is second to last in RBI with 1
This compared co the P
offense, which is in second
in the OVC with a learn
average of .338. Only Te
Tech's average of .343 is
See BASEBALL page 12

Tennis teams try for three victories apiec
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer
The Eastern tennis teams have
a big weekend ahead of them,
with the men's and women's
teams playing three conference
matches each.
The women's team will travel
to Austin Peay to play three
matches starting Friday against
Morehead State. The Lady
Panthers will then take on Middle
Tennessee Saturday morning, and
then the host team Austin Peay
later on Saturday afternoon.
The men's team will arrive at
Austin Peay on Saturday to play
against the host team first, then
Middle in the afternoon.
Sunday morning, the team will
compete in its last match before
the OVC tournament. Eastern
Kentucky will come to play in
Charleston at 11 a.m Sunday.
The women's team is coming
off a 6-3 victory on the r oad

against Southeast Missouri State
on Tuesday. The Lady Panthers
OVC record was raised to 2-3
with the victory. Coach Marla
Reid was extremely happy with
the team's play, with five out of
the six singles players winning
their matches.
Reid believes her players are
starting to step up their play.
"Adeline (Khaw) is starting to
move better on the court," Reid
said.
Khaw and No. I singles player
Tania Vanstone have been leading
the way this season. Their play is
improving with every match,
Reid said.
Those two are not the only
ones that have momentum going
into the weekend.
"Everyone is improving their
play," Reid said.
One player who got a big victory against SEMO was freshman
Sarah Stork. Competing in only
her fourth college match, Stork

ANNA BETZELBERGER/ Staff phot
Senior Joe Kantor lunges for a return against Vincennes We
Both the men s and women's tea.m will see action this weekend.
crushed her opponent 6-0, 6-0.
The men's team is co ·
"That was a good win for her,"' a self-descr ibed d isappoi
Reid said. "It also gave her good loss against Vincennes on
experience."
See TENNIS page 6A

